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or to the social uses of science. The refinements of lnethoof historical reconstruction are very important.
but not to the point I was talking about.
I also don't think Lenin solved the problem: and Soviet practice until
quite recently has been a disaster in this area. It was Mitin and dogma-
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SCIENCE

On Philosopher-Scientist Teamwork
16 aybe tny ironies masked the point, or maybe Talkington missed il
LYI i, his review of my "Sin, Science and Society" paper (S&N f 4.
pp 79-80). I wouldn't want the contemporary philosophy of science
community to have much to say about science, science policy or research, because I think they would say mostly wrong thingsl and this

theory ol knowledge in their application to these areas.

Subscription

Number 5

Nikolai N. Semyenov, On lntuition and Dialectical Logic
Roberl S. Cohen, Karl Marx on Science and Nature
Martin Zwiek, The Cusp Catastrophe and Dialectics
Gould, Episodic Change Versus Gradualist Dogma.
oy, Christopher Caudwell and ThermodynamicJ
Frederick Engels and Science.
A.D. Aleksandloy, Mathematics: Its Essential Nature and Laws
of Development.
Garland E. Allen,Dial
ism in Biology.
Hdtz et al., Lester Tal
Essence of 6ausality.
Robert E. Filner, Scie
m in England, 1930-i94S.

Dietet Wittich, Ludwik Fleck: Genesis and Development of a
Scientific Fact.
Elizabeth Fee, ls There a Feminist Science?
lsadore Nabi, On the Tendencies of Motion.
Lestet Talkington, On the Role of ldeology in Natural Science.

by the Apparatchiki, but is little known in this country. What its critical
or guiding role for scientific practice is I don't know: but that is because, I suspect, it doesn't pretend to assume one.
I wouldn't argue that philosophers should not have a role in the clarification and critique of scientific practice, in general, because I don't

think this is a general question. What is general is that philosophy should
have a role in science-a position I am quite clearly associated with in
much of my published work: but not any old philosophy, and certainly
not the pseudo-philosophy which characterized the Stalin period and the
Lysenko disaster. A "guiding" role would be, to my mind, much too
strong, and also dangerous. Platonic philosopher-kings are to be dethroned wherever they arise. They are autocrats. Science has to become
t no
philosophical-and historically has been, in its dee
colphilosophical vanguard of the scientific proletaria
e of
laborators, yes; but ntodest ones, willing to learn
scientists and the social practices of a society what science is and what
science needs. Where Lenin spoke of a partnership-with which
that's fine. Where a senior partner decides policy, I disagree.

I agree-

Talkington makes, I think, an elementary error in misinterpreting what
described as a "slight ripple in the pond"-which is in fact, the case
for the philosophy of science I was talking abottt concretel;-1o, u no,mative argument that philosophers in general should be "sideline critics"
(his words, not mine.) At present, philosophically-minded scientists and

I

scientifically-nrinded philosophers are beginning to make a bigger ripple
in current debates in biology (about genetics, cvolutionary theory.
-e.g.
sociobiology) and in some of the social sciences. That's all to the good'
But it is a beginning only. In any case, I prefer a small ripple, to a big
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if the splash comes from dumping philosophical garbage into the
pond of science.
splash,

to concrete problems. But to see this urgE^-i need
only in terms of "an internal critique" of dialectics seems quite onesided. Equally necessary is the need for analyzing the prevailing posiciples as they apply

tivist/empiricist agnos:ticism which permeates physics. Personally, I think
that J.D. Bernal has pointed the way toward such an analysis:
Positivism is not at root a philosophy derived from physics . . . but it has
bitten very deep into physics, especially in Britain and America, where a
traditional distrust of all philosophy makes scientists unconsciously an
easy prey to the first mystical nonsense that is sold to them. The rela-

Marx W. Wartolsky
Dept of Philosophy
Boston University

I think
with
pose in an
ment

$cience and Nature in basic agree_
ments. For example, we do not-proould have a dominant role. In ciiti_

tivism of Einstein, the indeterminacy of Heisenberg, the complementarity
of Bohr, take a positivist form, not for any intrinsically physical reason
but because they were conceived by men brought up to have a positivist
outlook . . . As it stands, the whole of modern theoretical physics has no
coherence: it is full of logical inconsistencies and circular arguments.
lscience in History, MIT Press 1971, p. E61.1

That's my opinion. And, of course, it's subject to rebuttal in the pages
of Science'and Nalure.
Our primary editorial purpose is to demonstrate that the principles of
dialectical and historical materialism provide the most useful philosophical framework for the cognitive problems of the practicing scientist.
And this isnot a "vague promise": see the excellent statement by Nobelist Nikolai N. Semyenov, "On Intuition Versus Dialectical Logic" (S&N
#1). We believe that our pedagogical purpose is often best served by
publishing side by side the opposing views and critical comments of
Marxists who disagree on how Marxism applies to scientific problems.

An instructive example is the continuing discussion of causality in quan-

tum mechanics (S&N #3, #4 and this issue)..There are many more such
issues in biology, physics and mathematics which need the same kind
of ventilation.
Lester Talkington
Tappan, New York

The Dialectics oI Dialectical Logic
hanks for the material you sent. Your journal looks quite interesting'
and I wish to subscribe, starting with the 3 back issues.
I appreciate the opportunity to comment on your Bibliographic Brief
[S&N No. 4] of my article on contradiction in dialectical materialism
lsci & Soc 4l: 257: 19771. My intent was to show that real dialectics

Stalin
more
which

her hand, our immediate responsibility is
the distorting effects of the system under
Whatever degree

of

professional freedom

and their representation in thought are not incompatible with classical
logic, and that their Presentation in strict Hegelian terms is unnecessaiily obscure and dven misleading. For the record, I do maintain that
nature and that part of nature we call the mind, and also society, are

All the essential characteristics are there: the unity and
struggle of opposites, qualitative iransformations, etc. The contention
is ovJr the compatibility of classical logic and dialectics, and the worthiness of a Hegelian logic (or of a separate dialetical logic at all).
dialectical.

Lastly', though Lenin has useful things
-.

to say, we can agree that he
did not solve all our problems. The physical sciences, ai wartofsky
suggests, need particularly the articulation of Marxist philosophical prinPage 2
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To restate the crux of my position: a formal logic per se is an abrather like a game, and need not have any relation to
thought or nature. Formal logics are non-contextual, so
out thlm for the time being. We are conierned here with
the logic implicit in natural thought, and its ability to re-
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present the fundamental, dynamic patterns of
the naturar worrd. Natural
logic-s are contextual, and I woulii suggest that any

dialectical process
can be descril--ed in ternr_s that are conifatibre with classical rogic
taken
contextually, i.e-, the rures of classical rogic appried to
the iarticular
dialectical context (for example, discussi.i,s of dialectics

are,

for

the

most parr. consistent with classical logic). Some will object that
doing so
will distort dialectics inro a nondialeciical form, but this is not inevitable
I
correct in contending that the essential characteristics of dia-if am
Iectical
processes are not incompatible with a crassicaily consistent
re-

presentation

(

description )

That strict Hegelian diarcctical Iogic and classical logic (as nran-nrade
representational systenrs) are inconrpatibre, is not the- point
here. The
question is what frame,work n.rost lucidry describes (oi
captures) the
characteristics of actuar dialectical p.o..ir.r. Every concrete
exa.rpre
L.lur.. ever seen purporting the inconrpatibility oi classical logic
and
dialectics has misrepresented and misapilied the forn.rer. (Se'er-ar
such
examples originating with Heger. Marx,-er ar. are discussed
in nry .iclenc.e and Society paper.) We can argue all clay in
the abstract (because
w.ere speaking different languages), but can any defender
of Hegelian
dialectics come forward with i c< ncrete example, perhaps frori
the
natural sciences, of a dialectical process that cannot be described within
a classically consistent frameworkl
. Concerning the accusation that I anr a bourgeois philosopher, I believe as a Marxist that "individuar" conscionsness is sociar in
nature,
and that. being a philosopher in a bourgeois society, my philosophical
consciousness is botrnd to have sociallv and historiially clelinrited
constraints. Until the day' rve are born and iaised in a nrature sociarist w,orrd.
we are all "bourgeois philosophers". In the nreanti.re, we nright
restrict
our use of the ternt tu 1h615s ideologues who push a clear prJ-capitalist.
anti-Marxist line.
Michael M ar k M

us.sachia
180 Calle Cuervo
San Clemente, CA 92672

welcome Mussachia as a subscriber and look forwarcl to ntore
dialog with hinr on the phirosophicar probrenrs o[ science, we find
some definite areas of agreement in his letter. For exampre. when
Mussachia affirms
the "parr of nature we call the mind,' is iialectical, and
-that
when he defines
"naturar logic" in terms of "natural thought, and its
ability to represent the fundamentar, dynanric patterns of the naturar
world", it seems that onry differences or terminology separate him fronr
the Marxist concept of diarectical Iogic. we can'furiher agree with
Mussachia's central argument that the iescription of a diarectici p.o."..
must be "compatible" or "consistent" with traditional logic; scientific
discourse, demands logical construction of descriptiv" .trtJ.".rr..
But Mussachia's discussion stops short; it fairs to deal with some essential aspects of natura! thought. wr rust ask ,r,hether natural thotrght
consists exclusivelv of descriptive statc,llents? Is not Mussachia's account
incomplete since he fails to discuss those creative thought processes

Iy/.
!tt/

and development of new scientific concepts and hypotheses? Karl Marx.
that incorrigible dialectician, has shown how a different kind of logic
is required for thought processes at the inquiry stage (before descriptive
presentation is even possible). Discussing his own use of the dialectical
method, Marx wrote that
the method of presentation must differ from that of inquiry. The latter
has to appropriate the material in detail, to analyse its different forms of
development, to trace out their inner connexion. Only after this work is
done, can the actual movement be adequately described. If this is done
successfully, if the life of the subject-matter is ideally reflected as in a
mirror, then it may appear as if we had before us a mere a priori construction. lCapital, N.Y. 1967. i, 19 (preface to 2nd German edition).1

Thus Marx explains why the usual description

their works to learn more about what is missing from Nlussachia's
count of natural thought (see Basic Bookshelf list this issue).

4
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We must also address the central question posed by Mussachia: "rvhat
framework most lucidly describes (or captures) the characteristics of
actual dialectical processes?" Agreeing already that any description must
consist of Iogically consistent statements, the answer is simply that the
framework of the so-called "laws of thought" based on classical or
formal logic are necessary but not at all sufficient for the purpose. Here,
Marx provides an excellent "concrete example" in Capital itself, where
the dialectical mode of inquiry is forever shining through his logically
constructed statements describing the results obtained. "To Marx," says
Robert S. Cohen, "exposition and articulation, when carefully accomplished, showed the movement of thought, a conceptual dynamic "
[Dict. Sci. Biog. xv, 411.]
Finally, there is the matter of name-calling. I objected to Mussachia
characterizing as "Papists of the Left" those like myself who find dialectical materialism a useful philosophy. He objects to my characterizing
as "bourgeois prejudice" his attacks on dialetical materialism. I agree
that we should drop all such labels and work together toward rooting
out bourgeois elements within Marxist philosophy, learning to speak
the same language, and moving the world toward mature socialism.
Le.ster Talkington

In Defense of History

1 enjoyed the itenr on Popper in which you saw fit to invoke my auf thority [S&N No. 4 p2f and agree with it wholeheartedly. It seems

to me that his resistance to scientific analysis of historical subjects has
done great harm to hoth historical science and philosophy of history.
Arthur L. Caplan
Associate for the Humanities

which, it is widely egreel. e.nnot be explained in ternrs of crassicar.
fornral logic? How does Mussachi' propose to account for the orisin
Page

of scientific results

makes it appear that scientific thought proceeds according to the laws of
classical logic, though the actual thought processes develop dialecticallv
(whether or not the scientist has ever heard of dialectics as the natural
mode of investigative thought). Engels and Lenin dealt at nruch greater
length with the special role that dialetical logic plays in the conceptualization processes of scientific research; the interested reader may turn to

The Hastings Center
Hastings-on-Hudson, N.Y
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Sociobiologr Deia Vu!
ere is a nice quote from Lenin on sociobiology. Note that
-trIback in 1906 the same terminology was used:

ff

everr

Robert A. Grillin
Southern Connecticut
State College

sciences cannot be undertaken with the aid of these concepts. lMaterialism and Empirio-Criticrsrn, N.y. 1970, pp. 339-340.1

Val Dusek

EDITOR'S NOTE: what Dr. Fee really advocates can be summarized
in the following excerpts from her paper [S&N No' 4, pp' 48-49]:
The radical feminist view of science
the growing popular distrust of scien
pressed . . . Because science has been

3:?i :1'S:f'fixHn.n,,.

ind beyond societY, and because it h
it may appear that the claim of scien

On Feminist Critiques of Science

Marxist Internationalism
an interesting.jourr appreciate very much your efforts in publishing
to
I #. f will try to urge my colleagues in other Japanese universities
of each issue (Nos.

journll. Piease send me five copies
well as the bill and subscription forms'
I will urge my colleagues to send you English versions of their papers'
but I am alfraid that veiy few Marxist philosophers and social scientists

subscribe to yo,r.

I

to 4)

as

personal integrity in ethical and political commitment.

Norma Undershalt

l1'3#::iTi':B#".
Q
L,

cience must indeed be considered relative

to its historical and social

against nuclear weaponry and for human survival'

contexts but in principle it is one, unified body of knowledge. It
makes sense to pursue the study of scientific socialism but transposing
Page 6
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Shingo Shibata
Hiroshima University
Letters tp the Editor

P-age 7

Asks Info on Militarization of Science

uT looking for n.raterial and information to help me and a group of
T
I colf eagues in Italy in a research programme on The role ol- military
lunding (usA' NATO, locnl militaiy institutions) in shaping research
policy and priorities ol NATO
countries, particularly ltaly.
Please contact me if it is possible
for you to help us obtain statistical
data or bibliographic information
on either US funding of research in

Scientist in the Struggle

On Sociobiology and
Activism in Academia

Europe through military channels

(air force, navy, etc.) or NATO

funding of research in Europe. Also

helpful would be information on
any kind of similar analysis pub-

DAVID B. ADAMS
Psychological LaboratorY
Wesleyan UniversitY

lished in the US or elsewhere on the

relation between military funding
and definitions of research policies/

priorities. Many thanks
cooperation.

t

14, Nant du Crdve-Coeur
1290 Versoix (Gendve)

killer instinct?

bY

your

Bruno Vitale
c/o C. Othenin-Girard

We don't care how many degrees
you have, Doctor
. How is your

Grant Swinger Surveys the Reign

for

lnterviewed

Lester Talkington

Do you see today's sociobiology 'boom' as a unique phenomenon in science?

Switzerland !

of

Reagan

0. How's it going for the Institute?
A^. We almost got approval for an oil-solidification project.
0, Oil solidification?
4' You've got to keep m
Carter staked us for coalliquefaetiorr. _so we tried I
step when Reagan came
O. What went wrong?
A. No.R*ssian angle. Ij flopped on that. Each administration has
its
own style for research. This_ one i. br""rrs1. tfr. nr".i".*
ii A;,".
doing somerhing. or could tlo ir,
ilJ]:r. .
"" -ighi-;" ii,;;"i;'il;;
O. Yes, what else? . . .
five-year run on trucks
airplanes. And then we
I that was worked over,
uster idea that broughi
O. What was rhat?
a' He raised the
nothing
no Mx missile, no nothing to hide. That
but it iakes
- a special kind of mind
to dig it out from
..
So, ,n. ,"-..t fi"f. t" ;il-;;;;.;t"g
"'L uu..tttri
and studied doing
have rhe t-ii"s..-.'l
Daniel S. Greenberg. The Grant Suinger paoe
- *- S. r. J e' G;;
r""
g:llt*
i R ;;
f ';j h ;I'?1#;:
"'" DC 2001S.)
"?; -. "
Washington,

Page
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make their own
, epecially.in the
others to join in

w
history. To get this me
struggle forleace and

their social system,

fr
your
go
into
lightback plan later. First, how do you
Q. Let's
rise ol sociobiology in the scanl
meteoric
account for the
published
his treatise on the subiect?
six years since Wilson
A. This is primarily a media event reflecting, of coltrse,-the class
outlook of tiose who own and control the media, But there is a

a massive fightback

On Sociobiology and Activism in

Academia

Page 9

afraid the more usual outcome is that a scientist sees the chance for
cheap publicity by jumping on the sociobiology bandwagon'
Q. Does sociobiology ofler career opp,ortunities for academics?

house on shifting sands.

Q. Do you see any possibility of weaning the academic world
away lrom the one-sided sociobiology craze?
A. It will take a long tirne to turn the tide. But I think it can be

done if progressive sc-ientists learn new ways o-f working together
and also'leirn to be more sensitive to the political implications in
their own research and publishing.
Q. Are you suggesting some kind of self-censorship?

Q. Woul
sided

for

th

hefued loster this one-

a social environment

Q. And the void starts right at your own level, among
teachers and the researchers?

'Page

10

the
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distortion can be introduced because of the .sociobiology,
bias toward

the biological.

Q. Isn't a big source ol

such bias the emphasis

in sociobiology
on sex and es:pecially the relative rolei of
male and- leliot"l
A. Obviously. Sex differences go ove
present political climate, what with
ttr
high rate of unemployment which crea
tween men and women. In particular,
lack mathematical aptitua" o. ,putiui skilrs
because of innate sex
differences but these supposed scientific
claims are based on data
taken out of context or fiom isolated ana
unreplicated studies. Some
r such differences
selves open to suc
ly throw in sex as
hey are studying,
s are found. To say
what is the purpose
a significant differ_
sential task of science. We could
known physiorogicar variabre, brt ifT:#;"fl:
;J rl::il,1:;,1r"fiI
ful to demonstrate them a,. Instead tt"-pr.por"
of science is to

understand the mechanisms, the
-uio. .urral rerations and variables,
of significant narurar phenomena.
iir;-;;;" I work in
more I am convinced that to understand the purpose science, the
of science we
n in some disembodied

exproi

rS

Inot by
Q. Warfare would

seem

Science and Nature
learning from it.

"'-i,Jfi,,?i

is

Ti:r'"",T;

"1,',0.,#',:.**;

men.

to be an activity where biological sex

diflerence s would clearly dominate.

factors, but they are so obvious

trongly with
they require
long excurthese activi_

s must be spent bearing, breast_

hildren. But note that this is a
if you will, not an all_or_nothing
bear children and they, presum_
ing weapons as are men. In fact.
ties there are often some women
Page 12

who go along to fight. The interesting question, then, is why this

in some societies and not in others.
Q. Can it be iust a matter ol social conditioning, how they are

happens

brought up?
The problem is much more complicated than that. The answer
seems to lie in a contradictory relationship between the social institutions of marriage and warfare. What we find is that in a majority
of cultures that have frequent warfare, the marriage residence pattern is that of patrilocal exogamy, that is, marriage partners come
from different communities, the wife going to live with the husband's
family. The contradiction arises because, under such circumstances,
there is a certain likelihood that warfare will find the husband and
his community on one side, the wife's father and brothers on the
in which case, the wife would have split loyalties.
other side
Should she- support her husband or her brothers? Historically, it
seems, the simplest way to resolve this contradiction has been to
exclude women from warfare altogether. Women are not allowed to
attend the war-planning meetings, not allowed to own, make or even
touch the weapons of war (nor, since they are often the same, the
weapons of hunting), or even to sleep with their husbands in time
of war. In one culture, the fingers used to pull a bow string are cut
off from little girls, making it certain they cannot take up arms.
The power of this analysis emerges when we go on to consider
those cases in which the marriage residence pattern is not one of
patrilocal exogamy. If the marriage system is endogamous (marrying
wittrin the community) or if the warfare is exclusively external to
the area from which wives are drawn in exogamy, then there is no
occasion for split loyalties and women do sometimes take part in
warfare. I have found this to occur in 25% of the cultures surveyed.
By contrast, I found no cases of women taking part in warfare in
those societies where the war might be fought against their own kin.
In sum, the important thing here is the interaction of the biological and the cultural factors. Taking this many-sided approach makes
it clear that men do not have some kind of "war instinct" that is
lacking'in women. To the contrary, we can see that war is a cultural
instituiion that interacts with other cultural institutions, and thus is

A.

amenable to change.

in which he argues that
also determine culture lsee book review, this issuel.

Q. Edward O. Wilson
genes

has a new boctk

How do you counter such a claim?
Again there is no reason to take Wilson's claims seriously from
the standpoint of science. There is no direct correspondence of genes
and behavior. His claims are, instead, ideological statements addressed to the mass media. When Wilson was cornered by a New
York Times reporter; he admitted that biology could account for
no more than lOTo of the variance in social behavior while cultural

A.

Science & Nature No. 5 (1982)
On Socioblology and Activism in Academia
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factors would account for the other 9OVo. This, of course, is not
the ratio of emphasis given in the mass media.
Q. Recalling the essay by Engels on the role ol labor in the

transition lrom ape to man, I wonder il it's possible to see
the actual biological roots lor cultural behavior at the pre_
human level?
Indeed, yes. Japanese workers have amassed a nice body of
Iliterature
on the transmission of cultural behavior in the
-"""qr.
monkey. They discovered an interesting law of cultural transmission
in these primates which seems to apply also to humans: older males
tend to be the most fearful of chang-e-the most receptive to new behavior-s and new objects are the young animals, with older females
second. The usual order for developing a new behavior in a macaque
troop is that it is
by a very young animal and slowly piclied
,p.by others_until,-begun
perhaps after severaf years, it is adopted^Uy
older male, then the new cultural trait sobn becomes toctea in ror
",
the whole group. Once in a great while, however, an innovation
will begin with an older male and then adoption by the whole group
is very rapid. when we look at our own cuiture, *. ,." that iniovations of typical cultural traits such as slang, new clothing styles,
changes in food habits, and so forth, all tend-to be initiated uy tne

course, is how Lenin laid the basis lor the revolution'
workers
A. I'm afraid that most of my colleagues would not admitraise
the
to
find
to
have
we
But
groups.
ryays
to their discussion
academia.
of
consciousness
class
e. Does contact with colleagues in socialist cduntries help raise

the consciousness ol American academics?

young and then by women.

Q. And

sometimes by minorities? By Blacks, lor instance?
Yes, but there also it is usually the young who initiate things
which are then passed along. Apparently this law of cultural trans_
mission applies to all primates including us humans.
Q. What about universities as initiators ol social change? Does

A.

the equation still hold here with regard to young and old.

male and female?
A. I'd like to think academia is an exception but, generally speak_
ing, it seems we follow the same primafe pattern. -Academics, es_
pecially the older males, have an imazing iuitity to speak bui not

listen, to teach but not learn. Marx knew auout ttris. Somewhere
he wrote. that the professors would be the last to see how society

is

changing.

Q.

Was he relerring to the revolution?

lt was just a general statement about professors. And it seems
to -be generally true on our campuses today. The activist who concentrates all his effort for_ social change in campus work is likely
to get very discouraged. Most professors lack class consciousness
or, better said, they have a false consciousness of their class interests. They tend to be elitist. They don't want to be considered
workers.-Instead, they consider therhselves to hold a privileged status
which some of them actually have. It is no accident lhat the
professors
think this way. They are products of the academic tenure
A.
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the u.S. had from 1957 to 19g0. The Soviet union had it, of course.
but not to the same extent,

Q. You're speaking about your awn area ol brain

research?

socialist society. Laboratory scientists as such are not necessarily
in daily contact with the masses of people, whether in the Soviet
Union or in the United States. That makes an important difference
in their consciousness.

Q. Then yow don't expect that your

research will contribute to
political revolution?
A. Not directly, but I'm beginning to feel that I should use my
knowledge to influence the media. Scientists in general should develop a positive relationship with the press in order to communicate
with the public. The press is not an impervious monolith. The same
struggle goes on there as everywhere else. There are good people
in the press and there are turkeys. Of course there is a hierarchial
organization of the press with a conservative administration at the
top, which is ultimately dependent on the advertisers. But even there
it is not impervious. It's possible to get to know media people who
will publicise a progressive point of view. Sometimes you can even help
neutralize the reactionary publicity by setting yourself up as a con-

for scientific discovery. part of the malaise
now in the U.S. is that this is being dismantled.
Q. As the Soviet (Jnion progresses, tlo you think they will invest
more as we invest less?

components are there

Q. Don't you see science as a revolutionary

force?

sultant so that media people will call you, say, before they write
about Edward O. Wilson. This needs to be done especially through
formal committees of scientific organizations
media committees.

-

ethics committees, or whatever.

Q. Can this be done at the university

level?
way is along professional lines. But we've
had university groups in the past. During the Vietnam war, we had
a Science Action Group at Yale which was effective because it was
a part of the larger mobilization against war. That kind of thing
will happen again, given the economic crisis, El Salvador, and so
forth. I think we will see mass struggles to an extent that we haven't
seen in a long time, and this will eventually involve the university
people, including scientists. You must havs some of that same feeling about your journal.

A. I think the natural

Science and Nature on more and more
we
believe
it will spark some Marxist thinkcampuses. And
journal
ing. Even though the
sticks pretty close to the prolessional interests ol natural scientists, I think that it also
helps raise consciousness in a way that will eventually lead
to the involvement of more scientists in the political struggles
ol this tortured land.
A. The key word there, I think, is "involvement." To make our
professional work relevant, we scientists need to understand the
role of this work in history. This means that we have to get involved
in movements for social change that extend beyond the borders of
the university. We have to learn from personal experience how popular pressures can influence events. This way we come to know
how'activism is essential to keep theorizing honest.

Q. Well, we're getting

Q. Don't you think that science is revorutionary in its contribution to technology and the forces ol production?
A- Yes, but it's an idealist notion that scientists become con-

sciously political or revolutionary just by the fact that they serve a
Page 16
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O.

A.

lor me. I wouldn't really
ce without my years of,ran
I could see alter awhile.
changes actually occur. But tell me how'your political acti_
vism allects your prolessional lile.
First of all, I have become more and more involved in broad

care about Wilson or the sophistry of his arguments. But they do
need to be able to analyze the media stories and explain these matters to the general public, combatting the pessimism on human nature that is so corrosive, undercutting the faith of working people
in their own abilities.
propose we approach the media?
you
the
sociobiologists have their own direct contact
A. As
know,
with the media. Wilson, for example, has the Ifarvard PR. system at
his beck and call. Well, we should be able to fight fire with fire. I

Q. And how do you

propose that we set up corhmittees. within our professional organizations that are dedicated to the defense of human nature from its
detractors. Those of us who contribute the majority of active people
within an organization such as the AAAS should have the ability
to call our own press conferences and confront these issues directly.

Q. What kind ol

mlhy times over in their historical development from one culture
tb another in the repeated process of social revolution.

Q. That's how you use prolessional knowledge in your

external
activism. But how does your external activism allect your

A.

prole ssional act ivitie s?

That's my second point. I engage fellow scientists and aca_
demic colleagues in the same pursuit, tiying to invorve them through
professional organizations in work that relates to mass movements

response are you getting

in academia?

are a fairly large number of academics already working in popular social movements. And there are more
ready to do so when approached. It does take time for us to find
each other. But once we have a critical mass of academics with links
to the mass movements, you're going to see some changes'in the
relationship of science to the public.
u

A. I find that there

ls Greater Than lts Genes
I find a fatal flaw in Dawkins' [Selfish Gene]. No matter how much
power l)awkins wishes to assign to genes, there is one thing he cannot
The Whole Organism

direct visibility to natural selection. Selection simply cannot
pick among then directly. It must use bodies as alr intermediary. A gene is a bit of DNA hidden within a cell. Selection views
bodies. It favors some bodies because they are stronger, better insulated,
earlier in their sexual matutation, fiercer in combat, or more beautiful
give thenr

see genes and

to behold.

Q. Do you think we need a polemic on this subject directed
against Edward O. Wilson in the style ol the polemics by

Engels against Dilhring and Lenin against Bogdanov?
A. My preference at this point is to talk about the issues rather
than the individual proponent. The people I want to reach don,t
Page 18
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If, in favoring a stronger body, selection acted directly upon a gene for
strength, then Dawkins might be vindicated. If bodies were unambiguous
maps of their genes, then battling bits of DNA would display their colors
externally and selection nright act upon thern directly. But lrodies are no
such thing . . . Hundreds of genes contribute to the building of most body
parts and their action is channeled through a kaleidoscopic series of en'
vironmental influences: embryonic and postnatal, internal and external.
Parts are not translated genes, and selection doesntt even work directly
on parts. It accepts or rejects entire organisms because suites of parls,
interacting in complex ways. confer advantages . " Dawkins will need
another metaphor: genes caucusing, forming al]iances... But when you
amalgamate so many genes and tie them together in hierarchial chains of
$lsphsn
action mediated by'environments, we call the resultant a body.
Jay Gould, The Panila's Thurnb, Norton 1980 pp' 90-91.
On Sociobiology and Activism in Academia
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The construction of the story of human evolution from the available technical information and data-the fossil finds, etc.-has been

Origins ol human society
seen in a new light

Woman's role in the
evolulion ol humankind

or in fact dictated by ideology; there is great freedom
to create interpretations of the Past based on the author's conscious
or unconscious political commitments.
A central problem with almost all evolutionary reconstructions
is that they ignore or trivialize the role of women. The females will
influenced

ELIZABETH FEE
Johns Hopkins University
A review essay:
Nancy Makepeace Tanner,s
On Becoming Human.

. Re-constructing the very earriest history of humankina-tt. tr"nri
tion from the ancestral apes to Homo iapiens-involves trvo rather
distinct activities. one facet of the pro"L., of evorution"ry ,""onining and questioning the technical
ses of the past. Data
nes, primate anatomy
ating divergent evolutionary stra-ins may be augmented by comparatiie studies of conlempgraly hunting-gathering societies. The other part invorves the
rmagrnative creation of modern "origin myths": models that
can not
only incorporate and explain
c kinds of data
but also,
perhaps more
comprehensible
.and
and plausible story of our de
know how and
why humans evolved, and in
to learn some_
thing about the essence of humankind, about human ,,nrtrr",;,
our relationship to ',nature,' and about the .,meaning. of tr"man
"Lout
development o{ our anthropotogical ina"rrt"niing
lj:::ll
3" two
^
rnus rnvorves
series of debates: one about the technicar data and
its interpretation, the other about

bility of the overall models devise
In any science, one can
structure or theoretical fr
the lack of a precise fit is a precc
opment of a science. In
-evolutionary anthropology, however, the
gaps
empirical
"facts"
and iheoreticit stiiiments are es-between
pecially
marked because of the rerative paucity of trre iettrniJ-oata
on the one hand and the enorrnous i;portance of the theoretical
reconstruction for our poriticar and philoiophicar sense of
orrserner.

'

Cambridge and London, Cambridge University press, 19g1.
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An amusing example of this
limited, indeed, singular role
published in America in 1953
link" between man and ape
s," midwaY beby a group of visitin
bare faces and
tween man and ape,
certain aptitude
soft downy hair. They
for mechanical construction and demonstrated a distinct preference
for smoked ham. The female tropis are usually invisible in their
caves, although one of them does get a starring role in the novel:
she is artificially impregnated with human sperm and gives birth
to a human-tropi baby. She is then promptly packed off to the zoo
while the humans argue about the philosophical, religious, moral
and legal dilemmas created by the existence of the tropis: were they
man or animal? Could they be exploited as a source of cheap labor?
Could they be eaten? Should they be baptised?
Much of the sexism built into evolutionary reconstructions is
unconscious and unintentional. In part, it derives from the fact that
science and technology in advanced societies are dominated by, and
identified with, men; this is assumed to be an ahistoric "natural"
reality, which can then be read back into the earliest uses of tools,
and the first explorations of the natural world.
e used
When many of the earliest
males
un
fishing,
this
hunting
or
for
to use
were idehtified with hunting;
tools. The hunt seemed to be the quintessential "primitive" activity,
it seemed but a small
and also the
making the transition
to
seein
step
nt is then "becoming
from ape to
on, '\Pe are uniquely
hutnan." In
Woman's Role ln lhe Etplutlon

ol

Humankind
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human even in the noblest sense, because for untold millions of
years we alone killed for a living.,,z
The very language we use to describe the transition to Homo
sapiens-frsm ape to man-also renders women invisible. The subject is "the evolution of man"; one thinks of .,woman,' only in connection with sexuality, birth, reproduction. It would sound absurd

of social evolution, and was given an enormous amount of

media

attention. The debate about the origins of human society came out of
the academic closets onto the front pages of popular magazines, and
became, at the same time, an issue in the women's movement.
here could women begin to find an alternative analysis of the beginnings of human society? Across the country, feminist study

groups turned to Engels'The Origin ol the Family, Private Propertl'
and the State as one of few works that addressed the early history

evolu
than
built
such

ons have argued
ey have failed to
However, as the

of

consciousness.

Recent popular accounts of the early history of ,,man,, have in_
deed tended to be more self-conscious about the reconstruction of
gender relations. There has, however, been little direct discussion of

of the apes; war

ave

understood
havior of our ho
many types of hu
been

be-

tify
ern

of marriage and the family-and one of very, very few that posed
women's subordination to men as a problem with an historical cause
and, therefore, a future solution.a Engels provided an interpretation
of human history that linked the subordination of women to the
rise of private property. (The transition to settled agricultural production for the first time allowed the accumulation of wealth in the
hands of individual males; it permitted the development of exploitative relations. Individual property undermined communal property
and kin relationships; the separation of the family from the clan
reflected these new forms of private property while monogamous
marriage provided the necessary basis for the inheritance of property between males.)
In the O.rigin ol the Family, however, Engels said

little about the

and sketchy. He suggests three periods of savagery: in the first, man
lives in tropical or subtropical forests, eats fruits, nuts and roots,
and develops articulate speech. In the middle period, fire is discovered and fish become available as a new source of nourishment;
man learns to cook roots and tubers in hot ashes' Although game
might sometimes be eaten, Engels stated that "the tribes which figure

as living entirely, tlat is, exclusively, by hunting never
in reality; the yield of the hunt was much toQ precarious"
(p. 88). In the upper state of savagery, we find the invention of the
bbw and arrow, which makes regular eating of game possible, and
also the invention of many other means of subsistence: wooden ves-

in books
existed

sels and utensils, fingerweaving, plaited baskets, sharpened stone
tools, dugout canoes, beams and planks for building. In the period
of savagery, Engels suggests that a form of primitive.communism
with group marriage prevails; pair relationships are not based on
an assumption of sexual exclusiveness; food is shared, and there is

ideal dominance hierarchies of the sociobiologists.

The writings of Ardrey, Fox, Tiger and Wilson have been

es_

pecially provocative in their assertions that human behavior is natur-

ally programmed and in their explicit challenge to the

women,s
movement.3 Their work created a new ..Me Tarzan_you Jane,, school
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no accumulation of wealth.
Engels had also addressed the question of the earliest stage of
human evolution in a brief, unfinished essay written in 1876, "The
Part Played by Labor in the Transition of Ape to Man."5 In this
essay, Engels ignored issues of women and the family and concenWoman's Hole in the Evolution

of

Humankind
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trated on the role of labor in the creatron or rril,. ,r c' vru6o,,
although brief argument, Engels asserted that man,s ,.nature,, -was
created through labor, that the physical form of the human hand
and brain were themselves the products of human labor. The differences between man and ape could therefore be understood as the
products of labor, as man transforming himself in the process of
transforrning "external" nature.
According to this formulation, the critical moment in the transition
s believed that
. At this point,

man involved
eat diet: "With
all due respect to the vegetarians, man did not come into existence
without a meat diet . . ." (p.257)

I

he issue of the value of meat in the diet is critical to much of our
subsequent discussion because meat is so closely associated with

hunting and with male activity.

If

meat eating is the mark of Homo

sapiens, then the hunter is the true representative

of early man. Aithough anthropologists have long recognized that plant food must
have formed a considerable part of the iarliest humin diet, this fact
has.been obscured by the importance given to meat and to hunting.
Until recently, most anthropologists irnplicitly assumed that meat
eating was an important human advance and that meat provided
the nutritionally most significant part of the diet of hunter-githerers.
Indeed, the general nutritional wisdom stated that meat (as high
quality protein) was the single most important constituent of any
good diet. Only recently have nutritionisls started to reach a new
consensus that a diet high in animal fat and low in vegetable fibre
is a threat to health, and have therefore urged a beef-loving populatio_n_to return.to grains, fruits, vegetables and nuts as dietaryitaples.
Many studies of contemporary hunting-gathering socieiies iave
now shown that in almost every society, the plant foods gathered by
the women form the largest and most consistent part of the diet.
Popular images of "man the hunter" are glamorous but mythical.
Animal meai produced by hunting is a staius food, but plant food
gathered by women is literally critical to rnaintaining the social group.
Recognition of this fact suggested that the rnaterial existed for a
radical
_reintepretation of human history based on an acknowledgement of the contribution of female lauor. lf the perceptual shift was
made from "hunter-gatherer" to "gatherer-hunter,,' much of the
biological and paleontological evidence could be seen from a fresh
perspective. Nancy Tanner and Adrienhe Zihlman began to constmct this alternative view, building on the contributions of other
anthropologists who were increasingly dissatisfied with the standard
interpretations., on Becorning Human represents a fulrer elaboration
of this revised view concerning hur.nankind's emergence.

In her book, Tanner brings

from fossil studies, primate behavior research and social anthropology, integrating biological arrd sopial sciences into a new view
of "becoming human" which maintains that plant gathering by females (to share with dependent children) played a critical role in
the transition from ape to human. The mix of sources of information
is rich, provocative and only occasionally confusing. Given the
enormous amount of reference material-the bibliography stretches
for a daunting 80 pages-the resulting argument is remarkably
clear and persuasive.
Tanner begins with a review of the biological and physiological
evidence linking humans to the African apes. In addition to the kinds
of anatomical comparisons known to Darwin and Huxley, we now
have molecular methods of measuring the relative genetic distance
between organisms. For example, similar proteins in different species
will differ in their precise sequence of constituent amino acids, the
difference depending on the evolutionary distance between the organisms. Genetic affinities can also be measured by the differences
in nucleotide sequencing making up the genetic code in DNA (a1though such a method is expensive and time-consuming), by immttnology (cornparing antigen-antibody reactions) and by DNA hybridization (which measures the extent to r.,vhich separated DNA strands
will bond together.) From a review of the available studies of

molecular relationships, Tanner concludes that humans are rnost

closely related

to the chimpanzees, and that these evolutionary

strains probably diverged within the last 4 or 5 million years. Tanner
therefore argues that chimpanzees provide the best reference point
for imagining and reconstructing the ancestral population from which
both humans and modern apes evolved. The choice of such a reference point or model is important because it implies specific physical,
behavioral and social characteristics: chimpanzees demonstrate some
bipedal behavior and carrying, some tool use in the food quest, food
sharing, reliance on plant foods plus limited insect collecting and
predatory behavior, long-term mother-offspring interaction, effective
communication, general intelligence, a flexible social organiza-

tion, and adaptability to a range of habitats. In fact, Tanner devotes
a considerable part of the book to arguing her case for the chimpanzees as our closest ape relations.

ln
\-r

himpanzees are intelligent and appealing; they are used here to
build images of early hominid society quite different from those

of Ardrey's "killer apes" (or even from the dear old tropis). Chimin using and
modifying objects to obtain food and water. One example cited is
the patience displayed by the females in "fishing" for termites with
panzees use tools and display considerable ingenuity

grass stalks and stripped sticks:

If the ancestral and transitional populations and the early hominids likewise collected insects with tools; and found them a significant protein
source, the "hunting" image might need considerable revision! What if

together information and evidence
Woman's Role in the Evolution
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early hunting largely consisted of
sitting for long periods collecting
imagined ferocious groups

(p.73)

of

half-h

s with tools
those longbig anima6?

This particular theory has led to some amusement on the

lart

of

most ivomen anthropologists and some sceptical male colleagues: "No
,human female is 'constantly sexually r.eceptive.' (Any male who enter-

tains this illusion must be a very old'man with a short memory or a
very young man due foi a bitter dishppointment.)"7
Tanner suggests that the loss of the estrus cycle (with the visible
sexual swelling indicating a female's readiness for intercourse) probably required females to initiate sexual activity more directly-by
overtly soliciting intercourse. (Since female chimpanzees have been
observed making the appropriate nonverbal (proceptive) signals,
there is nothing particularly bizarre about this notion, except in
contrast with the neo-Victorian anthropological models that assume

,Tt
I

anner builds her conception of the

ulation (living 8 to 4 million yea
Africa) in part by extrapolation from
character of chimpanzees. She argues that as the generalized ancestral
ape population differentiated, gorillas evolved and adapted to rain
forests, chimpanzees to less dense forests, and hominids to the
savanna. Gathering-a new way of exploiting plant food with tools-

the more friendly and sociable males:
Females probably had sex more frequently with those males who were
around oiten, playing witb offsPring helping in protection, occasionally
sharing meat and foraged plants, and who were generally friendly. (p. l6a)
y this stage in the book, our macho killer ape has become a pussy-

iat, and the reader is likely to be either intrigued and delighted,
or bursting with outrage. Having laid out her theory or "model,"
Tanirer then devotes the second half of her book to considerably
more technical material, showing how the theory can be used to
explain and interpret existing fossil evidence.
While this section will doubtless be of most interest to specialists,
and will feed the flames of current disputes about the proper inter-

mentary containers for carrying it. Tanner argues that the survival
of offspring would have depended on the mother's effectiveness in
gathering; the mother-offspring group was the elemental social unit
and offspring depended on the mother's ability to provide a consistent source of food. Males would occasionally share food with fem2lss-2s do chimpanzees-while mothers shared their supplies with
their young.

Many accounts of the transitional hominids assume some kind of
monogamous "family" unit. This is often linked to the supposition
that, with the loss of the estrus cycle, females became coniinually
sexually receptive. The continuous sexual receptivity of the human
female is then said to have produced male-female "pair bonding."
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that these were more probably us
Crude stone tools woutd hardty

down large animals (althdugh they
ing immJbilized or dead animals).
Woman's Role
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Humankind

hunting'
hunting
butcher. Tanner
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ist, and it is also compaiible with

a

human historY. She cmPhasizes the

sition from ape to human. though
of the hunt but those of the PreP-

that have been paraded as sociobiological theory
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How Eager-Beaver Scientlsts
Antlcipated the War Machlne

The Sclenco
and Politics ol
Neulron Bombs.
BRUNO VTTALE

I

The thermonuclem prograln covers the construction of a fusion
bomb (in reality, a fusion bomb triggered by a
also a Hydrogen boynb or Superbomb (Super
it in the labs). And the reference to atomic w
first step toward the nuclear missiles and the tactical applications of
nuclear weapons that'will lead, later on, to the neutron bomb"

From the ve
tactical nuclear
objectives

for the use of
er describes the

posed

in summer 1951:

lnstitute of
Theoretical Physics
Naples, ltaly

Schematic Vlew

of ln6trument
for Mass Murder

field as well as in the heartland.r

This is the ger'm of the theory
use tactically: on the battlelield; a
and at least equally sweet to the
the atom to work eveqnwhere.

ns could be of
to the military

an \tge to get

effects of neutron emission.

This
(there i

on the
labs in

stated:

'

Originally published in the ltalian jdurnal Sapere, July 19g1.
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It may be that people like to se

quite clear
itt"--o1."p"4s. it
*" at L6s Alamos hive a small
is-

The Sclence and Politics of Neutron Bombs

than just killing
' ' I know

on

meets with out-

Page 8l

sidc people in the defense communrtv and in the various
'I',cy are working verl,
think_tanks.
aggrcssivell_, trying to ;nnu.nc" tt.

Dcfcnsc to consider using these (<leletej) ri,eapons.l

ii.p".i,i.",

.f

That was the neutron bomb. Thcre arc thosc who
do not like the
tcrm and prefer
namc: ERl4,; Lttltatt<.ea_ia'iintion
wcapott.s Call it
is thc bomb that can ,ot."_o..
and more fuzzy
etween convcntional and nuclear

weapons! and c
tribute to make more and more
probable the use of nuclear weapons in local
ana timitea wars.
It is thcreforc worthwhilc to dlscuss a fcw techni.;r
;;'po*rti.or

details about this bomb,

a bomb toward *hose p.odu.ri[r"

urO
deployment huge pressure groups are converging:
d to make some concessions to the ad_

, an assortment of converging interests

Commission, rhe CongreisiJnal loint

To these economr'c and power interests one
shou
political intercsts of thc Lnitecl Srates
otfr
Gnd
France) to posscss anothcr weapon, handy
for
in
-transformition
any tcndency for rcvolutionary
of
structure.

It

seems therefore essential,

if extremely
of .Americai
As a first step, it .ould tre irpo.turt to .t
gical and political role of tt,c n.ut.on
bo.
nrum

very impressed by the perspectives of the new weapon: a study commissioned in 1960 by the then Defense Secretary, McNamara, ends
with a critical assessmgnt on the possibility of using tactical nuclear
wcapons in casc of a limited vl'ar in Europe.s In 1961, the Bulletin
ol tlte Atonlic Sr-ierrtisr.r published a short note on the neutron bomb
by F.J. Dyson (a Princeton physicist long involved with the military)
rvhcl states that he cannot enter into technical details:7
I anr unfortunatell'not permitted by security regulations to state my views
upon these qncstions *,ith any precision. I therefore confine myself to
gencral slatements. involving mainly political rather than technical judgements.

However, he confronts the main problems concerning the possibility
and the utility of constructing ncutron bombs:
If heavy hydrogen could react with itself according to the formula D +
D + He3 f n, the energy of each neutron would be about 3 million
electron-volts. The reaction of one gram of hydrogen would yield 7 x lDrt
ergs of energy (i.e. of the ordel of 10 n-rillion kilo-calorie) in the form of
fast neutrons Converting this from ph-r,sical to biological units, it means
that one gram of hydrogen could in principle give five times the lethal dose
of radiation to anyhody within one kilometcr radius, if neutrons were
not absorbed in the atmosphere. Atmospheric alrsorption and scaltering
will change the numbers but not the order of magnitude.
Are these new bombs useful? Dyson concludes that they are not:
I do not believe that nerttron bombs are militarily advantageous to the
US, nor that they will alleviate any of our military problems" On the contrary, neutron bombs, like hydrogen bombs, wilI in the long run onl.v complicate our lives, increase our insecuritl,. and possibly facilitate our ex-

block this further expansion

termination.

of tcchnical information and makinc
all this by interested scienrisrs una Ul ifr.'p

The story ol the neutron bomb
We;3n reasonably start from 1957, when scientists
from the Law_
rence Livcrmore Laboratory, led by
ieller, (yes, rhe
ol the fi1,iy6gen bomb who clearly fit.J-iire-iaeu ""_iilt"i tin",
of g;;;;;;-;.*
children), met with then presideni of tt
united States, Eisenhower.
Thc scientists told the president that they"
ciuld perfect a new nuclear
rveapon, producing mainly radiation
and therefore with t.tna-"ti."t,
on human bcings but non_destructive of material.
Thi, ;;irg^;",
latcr rcfcrred to by then Secretary of
StatiJ. Foster Dulles;
The rcsourcefulness of those who se
and rvcrpon engineering now shows t
of nrrclcar wcrpons. It seems now th

All the sarne, in spite of lukewarm interest on the part of the military and warnings like tbe one above from scientists related to military
research, activity towa.rd thc production of a nelrtron bomb has been
going on in the rnilitary laboratories in the USA. tt seems that an
experimental prototype was fired in 1963 and that a neutron bomb
for a Sprint missile was tested underground during the Winter 1977 /
78.6 Kaplan summarized the situation in 1978:
Today enhanced-radiation nuclear watheads are being developed for rhe
Iance missile and for the 8-inch artiltery shell. An ERW for the 1-s5-millirxeler art;llery shell is also in prospect, although it still appeirrs to be in
thc early stage of development Currenrly dcplol'ed Lance u'artheads
have explosive yields ranging from I kiloton to 100 kilotons (1kt; the
equivalent of I,000 tons of TN't); the charges of thc 8-inch nuclcar shells
range from 5 to 10 kilotons. (Remember thrt the lliroshima botnb was
about 13kt.) 'fhe nerv enhancerl r-adiation version ol the Lance warhead
will have trvo yields, u'hich can preset srnrpl]'Irl pLrshing a few buttons:
onc yield is considerabll' small('r than a Lt and thc other is slightlv larger
than a kt.s

ion and widespread harm to
possibility of possessing nuclear
cffccts of which can be confine
stnrct

On 7 April. 1978. Clrtcr

strLtcd

thrt

For a few 1,ears the scientists worked in the
dark, silently finding
thcir way toward the military complex. ihe
military

nouncing the largc serlc pr-oduction ttl r
go on with a projcct to Lrtriltl trp their "p
would have thourtltt tltar thc dangcr oI a
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l:_utro.n

bombs was past, until the French presidert, V_ Giscard
in a press conference, on 27 June, lgg0:

d Estarng, declared

France has proceeded witb experinrenting on a neutron bomb.s

And now,

Only 15 days-into rhe new administration (Reagan,s), US Defense
Secre_
tary weinberger announced that he favoured the production
of the neutron
bomb
and its deployment in Western Europe.e

The ghost of these small, lethal wealrc*s is tlerefore stiH
around and
we.will inereasingly hear about them. It wiil be usefur,,iiti, p"rrt.
to look at some of ths technical aspects of the neutron bombs.

A leu ,echnical nores on thc neutron bomb
The technical details on the construction of the neutron bombs
are unknown (both for the American and the French ,"rrionrj.-tt
is pussrurc,
rr
possible, nowever,
however, Io
to say a tew
few smple
simple things
thi
about the general
principles on which the bomb works; this technieal
ieal informatinn
information
will be necessary to discuss some of the tactieal and poriticai im-

plications of the bomb.5
. At the beginning, the research toward an ERW was
fusion bomb:

for a purely

For a brief look at the technology, let us imagine a sphere (the size
of a soccer ball, it seems) as in the schematic diagram above The explosion will follow the sequence:
l. Firing the external layer (A) of high-yield conventional explosive projects the layer (B) of Berillium, as a neutron mirror, against the layer

(C) of fissionable material.

2.

Under the strong compression, the fissionabie mass (Uraniunr-235 or
Plutonium-239) reaches critical density. triggering fissiorr :nd releasing energy to strongly compress and heat the internai sphere (D) of
Deuterium and Tritium

Heat and pressure trigger fusion in (D) producing fast neutrons:
D(euterium) + T(ritium) --> He(lium) * n(eutron) * energy

3.

4.

Most of the energl, is released as high-energy netltrons.
R.adiation leaves the bomb; the shock wave, or destructive phase,
follows. There will be an external jacket (E) sttch as not to absorb
neutrons

perhaps of Renium or Wolfraniun-r.

We have here all the ingredients for an ERW: most of the energy
goes out in radiation; therc is a little radioactive fall-out (dr.re to
the fission part of the bomb, mainly); thcrc is littlc blast and thermal energy (which could be produced, as it is in a standard hydrogen bomb, by containing the radiation and absorbing it via a Uranium-238 jacket). There is a shortcoming, however: thc need to use
the fusion mixture of Dcuterium and Tritium. instead of the Lithium of the standard hydrogen bombs. Tritium has a short lifctime
and it has to be continuously refuelled into the operational bombs:
every 10 years or so more than half of the Tritium contcnt of a
bomb has disappeared. The devclopment of neutron bombs had
for
the part of the military
triggered an intense lunding
old and new techniques to produce cheap Tritium: an old -power
plant has been recommissioned in the United States in order to
exploit its high neutron flux to produce Tritium via Lithium-6; in
France, research on nuclear fusion (a potential new way to produce Tritium) has been put under control of thc military. Most of
the recent emphasis on fusion research (generally' presented as a
search for cheap and clean energv for the future) is suspiciously
related to Tritium production and. indirectlv, to ERW research and
development.

50% fission vs.SOVa fusion for 200 mm. artillery warheads, 1kt
407a fission vs.6O% fusion for Lance warheads

25% fission vs.75Vo fusion for 200 mm. artillery warheads, 2kt
(in,a theoreticar, pure fusion neutron bomb, 20% of the toial
energy
would go into blast and thermal energy, gtTo inLo radiation.
-"ttrv
neutrons)
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We can now say something about the tactical, strategic and political rationale of the neLltron bombs. Thct' are presented by the
in the
rnilitan and the scientists at the ir servicc as clertt hombs
sense that thel should produce little radioactive fall-out. as thc
amount of fission energ)' used to triggcr thc bonlh is reduced. They
are presentccl also as non-dcslntclir,'r: bombs. as the fission ener[v
should be small and thc absorbcd radiation cnerg-v captured by the
external shield (and thereforc trausforntcd into blast and thermal
- ,, cr. littlc conencrqr,) should be small No contantinattil,
tamination. us conrpurcd to thc standltrd nuclcar w.apons). no widcspread destruction. buildings ;tnd othcr pcrmancnt structurcs should
The Science and Politics of Neutron Bombs
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'I'eller and his colleagues at Lau'rence Radiation Laboratories, tr-ivermore,
Cirlif. have been hinting that they havc promising ideas for a possible solution.lo

Now we have, em'erging from the dark regions of military secrets,
a lather ol the neutron bomb, nuclcar physicist S.T. Cohen, work-

ing at the Lawrence Radiation Laboratories. Together with a
Frenctr colonel, M. Gencste. he has publishecl a book: Echec' a la
guerre (Check-mate to war).12 They tell about the story of the neutron bomb. they propose ncw strategical scenarios for Europe, they
emphasize the humanitarian aspects of a tactical war in Europe
based on the netrtron bomb.
A book is not enough. a r.r,ell orchestrated campaign is waged in
magazines and newspape rs in Francc (seen, possibly, as a weak
point; and the country that woulcl suffcr more, togcthcr with Ger-

many, from a ncutron bomb limited nLtclectr war in Europe): the
samc argrrments as in thc Cohen-Cencste book are relleated and simplified and instilied slowl.v- in tl-re public consciousness.l3
Conclusions

The selling ol the neutron bom.b by rhe mass meilia

The financial costs of the
the present tactics and
strategy to one centred on
deployment of neutron
bombs are staggering. Kap
at a iingle B_inch en_
hanced-radiation artillery w
about 900,000 dollars:
In other words, if the US decides to invest in entranced-radiation devices,
NATO will be acquiring an extraordinarily costly weapon tf,at *orfa
probably never be used, at the expense of comparatively
cheap *,.ufon.
that would markedly improve NATO's defense posture.s

Why this race to impose the neutron bomb in NATO? Not a
word on thc costs: on the risks tct civil population; on thc danger
of nuclear reprisal . . . The rolc played b1' the United States (possibl1, through S.T Cohen) is rather apparent; but rvhl' this pressurc now on ptrhlic opinion to acccpt lhe ttmbrella of the neutron
.)?
bomb (as wcll as thc nerv missiles. Pcrshing, Cruise, MX
of
(and
at
least,
one
or.
thc
dangcr)
the
reason
I think that
- bomb is //rc nuclear
is rather apparcnt: the ncutrcln
the rcasons
weapon that- could makc local nuclear rvar possible: it u'otrld allow
xflc'r thc international outragc about
nuclcar wcapons to bcconrc
rveapons. Neutron bombs
rcspectable'
Hiroshima anci Nagasaki
- and their nlilitarl sroups to blur. in
*'oul,.1 hc-lp inrl.rr--rialist powcrs
the public consciousness. that stronq rvatershcd that still divides
con.,cntional wcapons (cvcn thc most horrilllc ones) from nuclear
onc-s Oncc thc *'atc-rshcd is orglcomc-b1 a vc-rv limiteci tlse of a
few verr snrall-1 i"ld nr'tttron bonrbs in a far arvav theatre: Camp11gl.-111 wL'apons rvill have entered a new
bodia'l El Salvador?
- that thcl clo not ncccssarilv implr doom:
agc. lt r'"ouLl hc shtttrn
that thu'1' can l'rc controlL-cl ancl spccilicallv dirccted on rcstricted
targe ts. Anil tltcn thc lt-.ng rllngc scars of stllndltrtl ntlclear rr.-aprrns rvill not br-'thcrr'for ttns o[ rcltr: to tr'll t]1. tale : onlr clcad soldiers and cir ilians ancl partisans and oPponents buried somcw'hcre

.

\\'ith somc ironr

on.' can

rcad lodar somr'ttf the sentences

Scientists are in the forefront. Already many years ago. E. Teller
was very skilled in selling his ideas:
Is the ncLrtron bomb lechnically possible in the forseeable future? .
.A
new breakthrough is needcd to solve this problem. For four years Edward

Dvson's 1961 papcr:
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1n

coulrl rcprrrl u ith pci f r'Ct CorrcCIe'ness: '\\'e do
\rrr:lring tircr,: t.onrh. iirn (lo c.tn hc .lone iLl.t
.L\ \\cll \\ ith olrlf.rshitlncrl lrtrrnl-: \nLi :r5::tin Lhe nirl.lic rr oitl.1 tightir di:
.\ -(rnlmill(a ()l \-iJIlli\l\
11()1

llca(l ]]L,Ulr(rn irontb\
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A Byte ot Logic
In 1953, while thousands of

sheep were dying from the fallout of Nevada
bomb tests, Commissioner Eugene Zuckert of the AEC saitl: ..In the pre_
sent frame of mind of the p,blic, it would take only a single illogical and
unforeseeablc accident to preclude holding any further tests in the united
States." lScience 5 Nov t9B2 p S4S, emphasis ailileil.f
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One of the important philosophical steps in the history of the
of the differential by the derivative
as the fundamental concept of infinitesimal analysis. This process
was carried out by Lagrange and Cauchy, but had its beginnings
with Euler. Behind it was the foundational problem posed by differentials, for which there were self-contradictory claims. Before
this replacement was made, the foundational problem could hardly
have been solved; after it was made, the problem of the interpretation of the differential still did not have a satisfactory solution until near the end of the 19th century, when Karl Marx, working indeand without knowledge of the foundational
pendently in London
- by Cauchy and later mathematicians on
work that had been done
arrived in 1881 at the concept of the differential
the Continent
- symbol for taking derivatives"
as an operational
This concept could not have been achieved in the time of Leibniz.
As Henk Bos [p.4] has pointed out: "There are three processes in
the history of analysis in the 17th and 18th centuries which are of
crucial importance for the history of the concept of the differential.
The first is the introduction, in the 1680's and 1690's of the Leibnizian infinitesimal analysis within the body of the Cartesian analysis,
which at that time may be characterized as the study of curves by
means of algebraic techniques". The second, according to Bos, was
the separation of analysis from geometry, which took place in the
first half of the 18th century. The third, just mentioned, was the
replacement of the differential by the derivative as the fundamental
concept of infinitesimal analysis. He then shows that, in the Leibnizian calculus, the derivative would have had to be interpreted as
a ratio that was correlated to a variable having the dimension of
length. This implies that the operation of derivation cannot be repeated in a natural way because it is not clear what sort of quantity it would correlato with a ratio. "Thus the derivative could not
occur in the geometrical phase of the infinitesimal calculus" [Bos,p.S].
calculus was the replacement

Marx, Peano and Differentials
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r
Although Marx was not aware of contemporary developments in
the foundations of calculus
indccd he began his studv u,ith an
lSth century tcxt (of Abb6- Sauri)
the basic concept for him
- differential: ''dr : f,(x)dx
was the derivativc ancl he said of the
appears to us as anothcr form of dr',dx f,(x) and is alu'ays replaceable by the lattcr" IMarr.p.6l]. \\/hat. then. do the s1'mbols
dy and dx reprcscnt? Marx ansrvcred this question b1,'means of a
dialectical analvsis of what happens in mathcmatics in the crossins
over from alccbra to a cliffcrcntial calculus. (On \4arx's approach
to this qucstion, cf. Kcnnedl [19]7j.)This aspect of Marx's studv
was already brought out bv V I. Glivenko in 193.1. one vear after
the first publication of a part of Marx's mathematical manuscripts
[cf. Kenncdy 1978]. Clivcnko [p.8-5] concludcs: "As a result of his
investigations also appears the conccpt of the differcntial calculus as
its own kind of algebra. constructcd o'",cr the usr.ral algebra and
containing, besidcs numbers. diffcrcntial srmbols" and (referrins to
the opcning pavcs of Hadanrard's Cotrrs'cl'Analy'se of 1927) fLds
confirmation that "mathcntaticians. too. are beginning to arrive at
such a conccpt of thc "cncral charactcr of thc diffcrcntial calculus"The philosophical clucstion. hou.,*,cr. remains: What is it that is
reflected bl,thc symbols d1 and dx? One answer is that the diffcrential is the principal lincar part of an increment. Thus. if r
- f(r;
ancl Ay is the incrcmcnt brourht about in v b1'an incrcment Ar
of x, thcn the principal lin.'ar part o[ 'y is d1 : f'(r)l-r. (ln this
context, thc incremeltt ,rf x is nccessarill, lincar^ so that dr : 71 1';
This idca gocs back at least to Eulcr ancl. accordinc to S. A Yanor,skaya, editor of Marx's Matlrematical Manusctipl.1. Marr \\'as awarc
of it, and of course it is known to all later mathematicians. IlLrt this
interpretation is valid onlv for first ordcr differcntials ancl onlv for
functions of a single independent r' ,-iable. Thc difficultv shows up
in the case of functions of two varia;rcs. cach of which is a function
of another variable
a case studied by Marx
and it shorvs up
- in thc attempt to define second
even more strikingly
order differentials, as Glivenko pointed out.
Thus, according to this interpretation, if y - f(x), then dy :
f'(x)Ax and d'zy - d[f'(x)Ax]. Following the usual rule for differentiating products, since Ax is independent of x, the derivative of
f'(x)ax is f/(x).0 + f"(x).Ax, so that, since dx : Ax,
(1) d'y : f"(x)dx2.
But if x is a fr-rnction of t, then by the chain rule for differentiating
composite functions, we have dyldt '_ f'(x)(dxldt). and a second
differentiation leads to

(2) d'zy/dt'z
- f'(x)(d'x/dt2) * f"(x)(dx/dt)2
through
Multiplying
by dt, yields

(3) d'y

- f'(x)d2x + f/'(x)dx2,
which does not agree with (1).
Page
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The dangers arising from such difficulties are beautifully illustrated
in a slory told by Henri Poincar6 in 1899. He says he was present at
an examination at which the candidate explained the theory of the
speed of sound as follows: "We have to integrate the equation dzz,/dt2

-

az(dzz/dx'z).

I

divide by dzz and multiply by dxr.

I

then have

from which dxldt : ta, which proves that sound mav
be propagated in both dirc-ctions with speed a." According to Poincar6, the examiner, an excellent physicist whom he does not name,
replied: "That's remarkable; your proof is much simpler than all
those I know," and he gave him a mark of 19 of a possible 20 [poincar6, 1899; quoted in Peano 1957, p. 384].
The concept of the differential as an operational symbol in the
sense of Marx-Hadamard can be extended to second order differentials and Hadamard proposed to write (3) as designating that and
only that which holds in (2), whatever the functional dependence of
the variables x and y on the parameter t. Thus, as Glivenko [p.84]
remarks: "The concept of the differential as the principal linear part
of an increment turns out to be at inte.rpretaliorr. useful only in certain special cases. . . Tho result at which we have arrived may explain just this, that precisely the operational concept of the differential calculus correctlv and completely reflects reality'," and he adds
in a footnote: "Even if only because in realitv there are no absolutely independent variables"
The anecdote bv Poincar6 was quoted bv Giuseppe Peano [1912]
in an article proposing a radical solution of the problcnt of the concept of thc differential. Pcano simplv idcntifiecl the differential with
the derivative: "Modern texts of infinitcsimal analvsis usualh define
the derivative of a function as thc- Iimit of an incremental ratio Thev
then define the diffcrential of a ftrnction as the prodLrct of its derivative and the differential of the indcpendcnt variable. This latter is
defined as an arbitrarv quantitr'. constant or variable. or as an increment of a variable. finite or infinitcsimal: and the infinitesimal is
variously treated. Some authors. such as Todhunter. Veblen, consider dy'dx as a slmbol to indicate the derivative. indecomposable
into the elements dv and dx. The affair becomes much simpler if
dillerential is defined as svnonlmous ',r,ith derivatit.e. The identitv
between differential and dcrivative will he erplained herc rvith Iosical and historical arqumcnts. The vc-rr simplc locical argtrment is
that wherever dilferential is rvrittcn. one nta\ read r1t,r-ilalllc. and
the truth of thc proposition rcmlins" [Peano 19-s7. p. -i69]
Thus far, Peano rvould seem to be in alrecment rvith the operational view just described. at ll'ast to tltr- e\tcnt of sarinc that differential formulas have just the same contL-nt as the corresponding
derivative fornrulas But I think hc goes too far in succestinc that
Leibniz, for examplc, thought in dc.rivativcs lrncl not diffr-rentials,

(dx/dt)'?:

a2

thus attributing to Leibniz thc sophisticated thoueht processes of
Poincar6 [1897]: "As for ntrsclf. Iorclinarilr usc the diffcrt-ntial noScience & Nature No. 5 (1982)

Marx Peano ancl

Differentials

9cac

11

t
tation. first hccausc it is thc languagc most 6f nt\ contcmporarics
spcak. anrl then for th.'snrali practical rcasons jr-rs.nrcntioncd. But
ii I ri rit.' in ciil-lcrcntials. nrr.rsr t.rftcn I think in derivati'cs" Iquotcd
in Pcano 19.;7. p. --1ti3l.
TJroLrch this sophistication was possible for poincar6. thc historical rc-asonir.rg sir,-'n hr Bos makcs it scenr harcllv possiblu- for Ll.ib-

niz to havc tht-rucht in thc sanrc terms. But I suggc-st that peano's
error \!ns du.' lcss to ilnY Iack of cclncern for historical acctrracv than

a philosophical cliscLtssion r.\,r.n of the concept of number
even
thoLrsh he'is bcst kno*n for lris Postulatcs for the Natural Nuntbers

I anr sugscstinc that it u,as Pcano's failure to considcr philosophical cuc-stirrns that allo"r,ed him to fall into the historical error
resardinq l-cihniz. This is thc othcr. and nccessarr,. side of the
touchstonr': "Ohjects arc hcst undc.rstood in tcrnts of thcir historical
clcr clopnrt'nt" [,\rl lcr. p. "59] An rrnclcrstandinc of the historical conte\t hclps us lpprcciatr- thc- philosophical questions: a concern for
philosophical probltms alerts us to historical possibilities. peano's
viL-\ point f Lrrthr.r isnrrrc.s thr. fact that philosophical qucstions of
mathr-nrrtics erc l'Llso rL-lc\ant to an unclcrstandinq of more qeneral
philosophicni problcms .As thc author of thc article on "Mathenratics" in Roztnrul's pltiltt.rttphicttl Dictictnan Ip 230] wrote: .,The
philosophicrl qr.rtslions of mathc-matics have always appeared
in thc rLrena of thc- strLrggle betwcen materialisrn and idealism."
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BOOK REVIEWS

When Physicists Served Fascism
Alan D. Beyerchen, Scienlists under Hitler: Politics and lhe Physics
Community in the Third Reich. New Haven and London, Yale Univ
Press, 1977.
Sometime in the 1930s, Alan Beyerchen teils us, a visitor asked
Albert Einstein if he could take back any messages to Germany.
"Greet Laue for me." But did Einstein not want to include any of
the other German physicists in his greeting? " Einstein's anwer was
simply to repeat, 'Greet Laue for me.'" (p.65) By then. Max von
Laue had publicly likened National Socialism to the Italian Inquisition, aided Jewish colleagues, and sent his son to be educated in
America. Radiochemist. Otto Hahn had also resisted the Nazis' dismissal of Jewish scientists. They were virtually alone. In his meticulously researched book, Beyerchen demonstrates that most of the
physicists who remained in Germany cooperated in one way or
another with the Nazis.

Why did the physicists collaborate? It is worthwhile evaluating
Beyetchen's answers. To be sure, his book treats more than this
single question. Scientisti under lfitler was rightfully hailed as a
good book filling an essential need, when it appeared in 1977 the
picture of the interaction of physics with Nazi politics that Beyerchen painted is indispensable for a full grasp of the history of the
concepts and philosophy of physics in the interwar period. Nevertheless, for radical scientists; it is interesting to see how Beyerchen's
own answers to the central question of the physicists' guilt are only
partially satisfactory.
Beyerchen,

first of all, explains the events by pointing out that

most German academics had viewed the Weimar government with
"icy reserve", and had supported at least the nationalist aims of the
Nazi movement. Further, in the 1930s, he writes, Nazi atrocities,
such as the extermination of the Jews and the instigation of World
War II, were still in the future. One could reasonably hope that the
Nazis' roughness would moderate with time. Seconclly, Beyerchen
cites the German academic "mandarin" tradition. According to this
tradition, the state was different from, and higher than, any political
party which might be transiently in government. High patriotic duty
was owed to this abstract state, and could best be rendered by rnaintaining the standards of German science and German scientific institutions. Thirdly" Beyerchen reminds us that for physicists to acquiesce to a government had a different meaning in thc 1930s than
When Physicists Served Fascism
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today. Then physics seemed an esoteric specialty like philosophy or
-and
science fiction; today everyone can recognize
sinew of military and economic strength,

Beyerchen
it natural for
of protecting

mandari
pose,, th
andards

lt

as the bone

into 1u.t anorncr eprsocle in the petty fights among partv, Elovernment

made
extent

And

filf * l3i,n", the scientists *#o:i,t""r cowards or, ,n", ,lli
did not know how to be political heroes. Their actions were in com-

plete accord with a set of standards we have come to recognize as
too narrow." (p.2O7)
But can we excuse the physicists' shortsightedness in the thirties?
Einstein saw the danger. Von Laue saw the Nazis, immorality.
The labor leaders, Communists and socialists whom the Nazjs
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yet in real life the German physicists must have known of this
struggle, and had access to another view of Hitler.

bureauci'acy, and institutions that Beyerchen shows us to have marked
the Nazi epoch. When you lie down with dogs. 1ou rise up with shit.
Where docs Bey'erchen himself stand on the relation of science to
society? It is hard to be sure where Beyerchen speaks for himself.

and where for the Ger.nans, but the impression is that he shares
the limited view of his protuEonists: science is someho,,v "objective".
"value-free", even "aborc society." If we are correct, it would be
here that his tendency to waffle on the Cerman physicists' amorality
would be rooted. For hc would be snared in a dilemna of his own:
the professional stance of the ph.vsicists was correct and yet it led
them step by step to collaboration. One could then understand his
view that it is only in retrospect that the standards of the physicists
appcared narrow.
There ma1' bc an additional cltrtse. Historians
!.lur,c

of modern ph1'sics
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"Objectivity in science was merely a slogan invented by proto protect their interests Hitler maintained ,The iimple
question that precedes every scientific enterprise is: who is it who
wants to know something?"' (p. 134)
Simplistic, distorted and racist as the Nazi argument was, there
was a truth in it that the "professional" physicists missed. Society
is larger than science, and commitment to a science must only be
undertaken within the frame of a critical, morally sound commitl-ogues,

fessors

magazines

(p. la!) .

for the regime.
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Marxism in West German Science and Math
Peter Plath and Hans Jorg Sandkiihler. editors. Tlrcorie und Labor: Diolektik als Frogram tler lialrrrv'issenscltalt (Theory and
Laboratory: Dialectics as Program of the Natural Sciences).

Kleine Bibliothek 106. Pahl-Rugenstein Verlag. Koln.
341 pages. DM 19,80.

1978

Science and technttlog) pla) such an important rtllc in present-dav
national and big btrsincss affairs that vital questions conccrning their
social influence arc raisccl. Scic'ntists and cngineers ar. on thc firing
line. many of them deepll affected b1 questions of social rcsponsibilitv. Among thosc rvho feel this strtlnglr and trv to dr-r sonlc'thing
about it are the men and women infltrenced hr Marrist thought.
at is happening inside thc tttrbLllent
There is also
lrpposing trcn(ls: thc split betu"cr-n
donrain of pres
ttttrl Kol,iarl)('r1) rlntl thcir possiblc
physical and nt
n. betscctl acldcntic thcorv entl
association in
industrial practicc. thc trniquencss t,f cltr:lt scicncc rtnd lrt thc- sanlc
time the uiritv that binds thenl. thc rlic'natitrn trt man \t-rstlr thr'drl
Marxism in West German Science and Math

Paqe.lq

sire for brotherhood. The authors of this book on theory and laboratory, each in his own domain, try to investigate the new trends in the
sciences and to understand them in what they call, after Frederick

stract. They think in terms of what they call dentocrotic science-an
important concept indeed.
Two of my favorites are the essays by Wulf Krause and by HorstEckart Grosi. Krause. in a study of "Galileo and the problem of the

seeks a path between
to experiment in his

ludes that Galileo did
the physical realities

tivism and of the "language fetishism'' of Wittgenstein. Related
trends apepared in the student movement of the 1970s: a doctrine
that saw mathematics as an "ideology" of the ruling class, that alienated students from ihe real world, and that separated their movement
from that of labor.
Other papers are by Giulio Giorello, on mathematical abstraction
and the dialectics of knowledge in natural science research, and by
Wolf Jiirgen Richter, on chirality as an organizing principle in living
matter. [Chirality refers to mirror-image forms, e.g., left and right
shoes or optical isomerism.]
What bothers me about some of these papers, typical of much appearing today on ontological and epistemological problems of Marxism, is the question: Why are so many academic philosophers, especially among the Germans and French, unable to express their
thoughts in a language that an ordinary person can understand without the risk of a headache? This question concerns Marxists especially
because of their avowed desire to bridge the gap between academics
and the honestly toiling Iimmy Higgins (Upton Sinclair's epitome of
the rank-and-filer). Engels could solve this problem of communication. Why not take him also as a model for style?
And, oh, the golden days when Descartes and Locke wrote their
prose! As Walter Scott once quoted an old Scotsman: "What signifies
me hear,

if me no understand?"

D.l. Struik
Belmont, Mass

Contradiction in Relativity Theory
The essays by Thomas Mies/Michael Otte and by Plath deal with
the intcrdisciplinary character of so much present work in the sciences, Plath dealing with chemistry in particular. Science, as a product of social praxis, reflects its complexity in the many relationships
that bind the departments of science together. A paper by Christa
Thoma-Herterich/Peter M. Kaiser, on the relationship between scientific and dialectical materialism, moves in the same direction while
discussing biological problems of evolution, mutation, metabolism,
genetics. and information.

Papers bv two philosophers. Uffe Juul Jensen and Kurt Bayeftz,
try to bridge the separation between philosophy and science so typical
of bclurgeois philosophv, which leads them to study the relationship
between empirical and ontological aspects of a materialist dialectics
of nature. Here is some criticism of Althusser and others for failing
to see the meaning of science as a concrete historical process, and of
Sartre for scepticism on the possibility of a dialectics of nature in
Engels' sense.
Sandktihler tackles the problem of the role of determinism in historical materialism in the light not only of moder n philosophers such
as Adorno, but also those of the 18th centurv such as Holbach. Here,
E. Bernstein's revisionism with its retreat to Kant comes under criticisrn. With a paper by Harald Boehme we come to a critique of posiP6ra

.dff
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Arthur tr. Miller, Alberr Einstein's Special Theory ol Relativitt:
Emergence (1905) and Early Interpretations (1905-19/

/).

Addison-

Wesley 1981.
There will come a day, no doubt, when we get some dramatically
new insisht concernins relativity theory and its origins early in our
century. In the meanwhile, Arthur I. Miller has given us a highly
useful account of the interplay between empirical data and theoretical

formulation by which things got started along the path to where we
are now. Whatever it may lack in readability, Miller's text is rich
with detail on the scientific environment out of which emerged
Einstein's formulation of relativity theory and on the process by
which that theory began to transform its environment. This review
touches on some philosophical highlights of Miller's account.
Careful reading reveals a central theme concerning the struggle
between two opposing methodological approaches. On the one hand
are conslructive theories, based on assumptions concerning the nature of matter and explaining why phenomena occur (e.g., statistical
mechanics). On the other hand ate theories ol principle, based on
assertions or postulates concerning the form that physical laws must
assume in order to forbid certain phenomena (e.g., classical therme
Contradiction

in Relativity

Theory
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ble to employ Thomas Kuhn's useful, historically-based concept of

"pararligm"
"truth"
would have
historyint

idealist
even b
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contradictions

aletical

tnew
of older theory, and bringing into being a new

set

of

contradictions.
Miller does give some attention to the contradictions in physics
that gave rise to Einstein's theory. He discusses, for example, how
"Einstein resolved the tension, or incompatibility, between the laws
of mechanics and electromagnetism by proposing a single principle
of relativity applicable to both" 1pp.137,1641. And, similarly, "Ein-

Lorentz, whose model for the electron was mathematically equivalent to Einstein's, acknowledged in 1912 that the Einstein fo'rmalism
contained no inconsistencies [p.259] but, to the end of his life, preferred his own interpretation preserving absolute time and simul-

of 1908 arld l9l4

were generally taken as decisive
experiments
confirmation for the Einstein-Lorentz formulation, new experiments
in 1938 revealed that the earlier measurements had not been precise

moot." In the meantime, of course, Einstein's theory had become
the cornerstone of fundamental theory in modern physics, exercising
profound influence on philosophical thought of our century [cf'p'4]'
These gleanings from Miller's text, surely symptomatic of a vanMiller found the
quished paradigm,
-notions raise a question as to why
scientific revoluparadigm,
and
switch,
of
Gestalt
Kuhnian
tion were "inapplicable" to his subject matter [p.9]. To this reviewer it seems that N4iller's history might have been made accessible
to more readers by dramatizing it in terms of methodological paradigms competing at a ctucial moment in the development of physics'
({.evolution is i long-established concept in science, and it is possiPage 48
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stein realized the contradictory conceptions of light propagation
held by electrodynamics and astronomy. The two postulates of relativity theory enabled Einstein to eliminate the asymmetrical treatment
of light propagation by two branches of physics which he took
axiomatically to be on equal footing" [p. 196].
Miller also recognizes that contradictions existed within the newborn'theory. We learn, for example, that Einstein himself acknow-

relativity lpp.272t.l. Einstein also recognized "logical weakness" in
his concept of inertial system [p.193] and Miller exhibits uneasiness
over Einstein's 1905 use of the term "resting system" as a generalization of Lorentz's concept of a reference system fixed in a resting
elher lp.2O2] since, for Einstein, the resting system could be any
inertial system 1p.2871.
But some paradoxes pass unremarked in Miller's account. An
instalrce is von Laue's theoretical justification of Einstein's relativity
thcory, in which "the mechanics of particles could be deduced from
the mechanics of continuous media, but the convelse was not true"

No philosophical framcwork is evident in Miller's account. For
of Mach's influence on Einstein lpp.l27-

exampie, the discussion
Contradictlon

ln Relativlty

Theory
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l3l ] is quite uncritical. N{entioning Einstein's characteristic tendency
to frame N{achian argumcnts in a "quasi-esthetic form" to reveal
"asvmmetries that should not be contained in thc larvs of uatttre"
[p.130]. N'[iller secms unawal'c that the heavy emphasis on st'mmetrt' considerations itr nrodern phvsics. lar-tely dtrc ttl Einstein's
examplc. is now seen b.v some as a maior handicap in theorizing.
(The old preiudice in favor of s1'mmetry is df ing ottt. rcports Arthur
L. Robinson, because of asymmetries discovered in ftrndantental
phenomena, e.g , paritv violation: one theorist is quoted: "You used
to have to explain rvhv ,'vhen fslmmetry] fails. Norv vort have to
explain why [when] it is respected." [Sclerrr.c 2 I 0: 619: I 980.])
One -eets the impression that the contradictions in relativity
theor-v.. appear in Millcr's book iust as hc found thcnr in thr'historical record, rather than having been consciously select.'d. Even so.

the evic'lence of contladiction in relativitv theorv seems to have
irritated one revierver. rvho complained that rnaterial is included
"for historical completeness that interrupts tlte essct.ttii-il conceptual development" IA. Douulas Stone. P/lr'.sics Todav, l\'[arch
1982]. Another reviewer simply ignored the presence of contradiction, assertinq instead that Einstein's insights "led. as u'c qll knorv,
to a straight-forward. exact and completc r-xplattittion of all the
phenomena that had so exercised the experts"' IA,P Frcrtch. Nttlttre
293: 766: 1981]. This assertion ty'pifies thc prcr ailirrg positivist
pretense that relativity is perfect and completc. u ith no inic'rnal
contradictions.

Neither Miller nor his reviewers are able to takc a lonc-ransc vicrv
in which Einstein's theory appears as just one nr()rc trartsie'nt pltase'
in the historical development of physics. For this I turn to l\ftrxist
critics. In 1908, when the electrodynamics of Lorentz ancl Poinca16
still dominated the scene, Lenin could insist orr its tcmporary character:
The "essence" of things, or "substance". is a/ro relalive; it expresses only

the degree of profrrndit-v of man's knowledge of subjects: an(l u'hile )'esterday the profundity of this knowledge did not go bel,ond llre atom. and
toda1, does not go beyond the electron and ethcr, rlialectical materialism
insists on the temporary. relative. approximate character of all these
mileslones in the knowledge of nature gained by the progressing science
of man. lfuI al e r io is m a nd E n pir io-C r i t i c i.r m.)
I

r

Similarly. physicist J.D. Bernal could insist more than a half-century
later on the temporary character of Einsteirt's thcorr-tical milestone:
We are just entering a new phase cf criticsnr of physical theorl'

rvhere

the evident ntalaise of mathematical physicists at the inadeqrracy and inelegance of the quantum and relativistic theories is giving rise to efforts at
radical reconstitution. lScience in II istorl', N'lIT I 97 l.]

Thanks to his conscientious historiography. Millcr's book can
contribute a great deal towards such a reconstitution of relativity
theory. Even while vigorously praising Einstein's 190-5 paper for its
unparalleled "intellectual virtuosity" [p.xiii]. he has provided much
evidence of the internal contradictions that make possible further
Page 50
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theoretical development. In this sense, the usefulness of the book
may extend far beliond the author's conscious intent. Just as Miller
rejected the concept'cf scientific revolution to characterize Einstein's
overthrow of the constructive approach in physics, he fails to perceive that his own historical analysis of failed efforts in the past
may provide useful clues for the development, sometime in the future,
successfully constructive relativity theory. This would be the
negation of Einstein's negation, marking the completion of another

of a
I

li

I

upward spiral in the motion of physics.
Le
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Scientific Concept As Historical Process
Dictionary ol the History ol Science. Ed. by W.F. Bynum, E.
Janet Browne, and Roy Porter. Princeton Univ. Press 1981. $40
Scientific concepts are usually presented in their logical form, expressing the necessary connections between phenomena so far as
they are known. Such logical expression, however, tends to obscure
the connections that are missing or only imperfectly grasped. Thus,
the inevitable gaps in knowledge are more likely to be revealed by
studying the history of a concept in its actual concrete development.
We can therefore truly welcome the appearance of this reference
vcilume dealing in a serious way with the history of scientific ideas,
especially since it gives due emphasis to the philosophical aspects
of conceptual developments.
The new Dictionary ol the History ol Science should be very useful for a quick survey of such conceptual (and terminological) developments. It contains 700 enilies averaging about 500 words each, so
that it resembles a small encyclopedia. It is well organized for reference purposes, with a biographical index and an analytic table of
contents listing relevant articles under ten overlapping subject headings.
The 167 entries related to biology include, for example, race, recapitulation, reflex, and regeneration. Medicine is similarly covered
by 139 entries; the human sciences (including psychology) by 103
entries. The philosophical problems of the life sciences are treated
historically in entries such as reductionism, nind-body relation, classification, vitalism, and spontaneous generation.
Physics-related entries (103) include field and fluxions, vacuum

and vis viva. Entries for astronomy are 64; fo; chemistry, 60; for
earth sciences, 60; for mathematics, 38. To a considerable cxtent, the
historical development of a concept is related to its changing empirical
basis, as in articles on heat and thermodynamics, light, and tides.
The 131 entries for philosophy of science include materialism and
metaphor in science, realism and reification. In the 43 entries related
Scientific Concept As Historical Process
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to historiography of science the externalist view of scientific development is well represented, including discussions of the Hessen, Morton

states his position on evolutionary continuity

of

consciousness with

and Needham theses.
On the whole a professional level of historical treatment has been
maintained by the ihree editors (each active in the history of medi-

cine), assisted by eight subject editors and 86 more contributors
(mainly British scholars). The philosophical discussions tend to reflect

Griffin then proceeds to make a good case for evolutionary -continuiiu of uu.t 'consciousness, discuising the comparative evidence

ior

s6cial communication, animal semantics, and elementary forms

wrote:

long out-of-print reference work, z4 Dictionary ol philosophy
(Moscow, Progress 1967), a volume which pro_vides cledr Marxist
statements on many of the same subjects.]
b-u-t
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Continuity and Discontinuity in Evolution
Donald R. Griffin, The Question ol Animal Awareness: Evolutionary Continuity of Mental Experience. Rockefeller University
Press,2nd ed. 1981, $13.95.
Charles J. Lumsden and Edward O. Wilson, Genes, Mind and
Culture: The Coevolutionary Process. Harvard University press
1981, $20.00.

thought is reasonable), Engels continues:
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Continulty and Discontinuity ln Evolution

Page 53

precisely because it presupposes
On the other hand, dialectical thought
investigation of the nature of conceptsis only possible for man, and
- of development (Buddhists and
for him only at a comparatively hieh stage

ing, pottery, and navigation. Along with trade and industry, there appeared
finally art and science. flbid., pp. 282-289.)

Greeks), and it attains its full development much later still through modern
philosophy. [IDid.]

Thus, while Engels and Griffin would tend to agree on &e ability
of a dog to "think" in terms of simple concepts (bipeds versus quadrupeds) and even adapt such concepts to changing experience, there
are severe limitations on the complexity of the concepts that a dog can
master. (In this sense, the symbolic dance language of bees should
be considered as relatively much more limited in conceptual content.)
In Engels' view, we would not expect the dog to be able to consider
the origins or dialectical development of a concept (its historical conditioning). On the other hand, for Engels, as for Griffin, there should
be no occasion for great surprise or consternation in the discovery
that chimpanzees can communicate with one another in an abstract
sign language created for them by Big Brother Homo. The ability
of apes to use symbolic language, at about the level of a six-year
old human, should only serve to emphasize the gap of discontinuity
between animal qwareness (whether in ape or human) and the developed human faculty for sustained and purposeful social action
based on abstract reason.

Unable to understand the qualitative discontinuity introduced by
human language, Griffin also fails to appreciate fully the component
of evolutionary discontinuity represented by the development ofhuman biological equipment for language processing-1he anatomical
specialization of brain, Iarynx and tongue which accompanied the
transition from ape to man. Engels has pointed out the crucial role
of cooperative labor, based on manual dexterity, in effecting the
transition to biped existence with a new level of social consciousness
that does not appear in Griffin's discussion:
our simian ancestors were gregarious; it is obviously impossible to seek
the derivation of man, the most social of all animals, from non-gregarious
immediate ancestors. The mastery over nature, which begins with the development of the hand, with labour, widened man's horizon at every new
advance . . .
First comes labour, after it, and then side by side with it, articulate
speech
these were the most essential stimuli
the influence of which
- of the ape gradually changed into thatunder
the brain
of man . . .

The reaction on labour and speech of the development of the brain
and its attendant senses, of the increasing clarity of consciousness, power
of abstraction and of judgement, gave an ever-renewed impulse to the
further development of both labour and speech strongly urged forward, on the one hand, and . . . guided along more definite directions on
the other hand, owing to a new element which came into play with the
appearance of fully-fledged man, viz. society . . .
By the co-operation of hands, organs of speech, and brain, not only in
each individual, but also in society, human beings became capable of executing more and more complicated operations, and of setting themselves,
and achieving, higher and higher aims. With each generation, labour itself became differcnt, more perfect, more diversified. Agriculture was
added to hunting and cattle-breeding, then spinning, weaving, metal-workPage 54
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for communication by language.
It is relevant here to review some of Griffin's reviewers. Sir Peter
Medawar (Nobelist in Medicine, 1960) found Griffin's_ arguments

inuity to be "quite sound" but did not seem
from there, so ended with a lecture on being
animals. lThe Sciences, Dec. 1981, p" 25]
logist, criticized both Griffin and Medawar for
their faiiure to heed the "cogent" argument of John B. Watson,
founder of behaviorisn, that "the concept of consciousness is neither
useful nor scientific" lThe Sciences, Dec. 1982, pp. 10-1i1. Jack
P. Hailman, reviewing lhe 1976 edition, praised Griffin for getting
across the message to ethologists and psychologists: "Stop studying
only those things easily measured and devote more effort to difficult
and important problems of animal awareness" lThe Auk 95: 615f;
19781.

Let us turn now to the Lumsden-Wilson volume. From its title,
the unsuspecting reader might hope for some recognition of evolutionary discontinuity, especially since the authors define the term
coevolulion to include the reciprocal effects of genetic and cultural
evolution [p. 367]. But their treatment, unfortunately, bears no resemblance to the reciprocal process described by Engels above. Instead, they have simply carried the mechanistic absurdities of Wilson's Sociob iology treatise to their "logical" conclusion. They begin by
rejecting the sensible prevailing concept that genetic coevolution provides a basis for culture "only in the sense of creating the capacity
to evolve by culture" tp 1]. Proceeding to deny that culture represents a higher level of organization of human existence with laws
of its own, they assert that culture is merely "the product of vast
numbers of choices by individual members of society," a strategem
that permits them to model culture in terrns of "epigenetic rules at
the level of one person" which can be expressed "through the procedures of statistical mechanics" lpp. 176-1771. Surely this is the
ultimate in the bourgeois ideology of individualism! And the whole
book is nothing but an elaborate effort to justify such a one-sided.
simplistic and mechanistic approach to the human mind and culture.

The end result is short on empirical data, long on meaningless

mathematical equations, and heavy with misrepresentations achieved
often enough by exploiting the weaknesses of other mechanistic maContinuity and Discontinuity in Evolution
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to be a substantial difference in their direction of
motion. Where the Lumsden-Wilson sociobiological approach would
reduce humankind to the level of other animals. Griffin's tends to
raise animals to the level of Homo sapiens. Is it just sentiment on my
part to find Griffin's motivation the healthier?
Lester Talkington
-53 Hickory Hill, Tappan, NY 10983
less, there seems
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Sheldon Krimsky, Genetic Alchemy, The Social History of the
Recombinant DNA Controversy. MIT Press 1982. 445 pages
$24.9s
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luminating analysis of the arguments advanced by various participants
in the debates. Here the author, trained in both physics and philosophy, is at his best. What emerges from this study is not only alchem-

istic, as the title suggests, but a veritable litany of scientific fallacies
which, dramatically exposed, serve as hinges holding together a first
rate historical narrative.
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took the lead in calling atthese new gene splicing
late 1960's been engaged in
with the social responsibili-

in

incline
thoug
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critic'
invited to participate in thc first rnajor. intcrnational conference on
the risks of rDNA research at Asilomar Confercncc Ccnter; in fact,
thev rvere not cven invitc-d to attend as non-participants. The Asilomar Confcrcnce organizers also rcjectcd the rccommcndations of
the Genctic Ensinccrinc Grotrp of .Scicrrce lor tlte Pcrtple whrch. in
a solicited letter. made the follorving five ohservations:
Recombinant DNA in Social Context
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'

1. The combination of rDNA techniques, cell fusion, and in vitro
fertilization are converging toward human genetic engineering'
2. The public should be informed about rDNA research; decisions
aboui who benefits and who bears the risks should not be left in
the hands of scientists.

3
4

Science is a value-laden activity.

Genetic engineering does not arise out of general social needs:
scientific intcrests are not always synonomous with social interests,
e.g., research into the cure oI diseases continues to take precedent
over research into the prevention of diseases.
5. Broad public participation in the decision making process at the
Asilomar Conference is desirable.

Not only was that broad public participation at Asilomar ruled out,
but even scientists who advocated it were excluded.
Though no consensus concerning risks resulted from the Asilomar
Confcrc"nce, its leaclers and organizers gave due heed to a remark
of David Baltimore: "If scientists cannot reach consensus, the issue
will be taken out of their hands". This warning became the basis
and stimulus for a contrived political (not scientific) consensus among
rDNA research scientists. As Krimsky points out:
To secure the goal of disciplinary autonomy, the organizers of Asilomar
hacl accomplished two objectives: (1) they defined the issues in such a way

that the expertise remained the monopoly of those who gain the most from
thc tcchnique, and (2) they chose to place authority for regulating the use
of biomedical reof technique in the agency that is
d, these obiectives
search in the United States. As the
the scientific comcame'under attack from persons bot
munity. Ip. l53l

The vested scientific interests stressed that the concern over risks
should be based on current knowledge, not on current ignorance. If
there was no "evidence" of risk, which there could not be in principle because of the very nature
gued, scientists bear no respons
are doing is safe. This was (and

in rDNA research; in e
problems discussed by KrimskY:
For a research program in its early stages, it is highly likely that unexpected results will appear. Science, after all, does not advance through a
continuous path of predictable outcomes. But how does the unexpected in
science bear on the problem of risk assessment .
[In most cases of
rDNA research,] since the recombinant microorganisms had never been
created . . there was no empirical evidence from which to proceed. This
is where the term 'prediction' took on political overtones' Those who
engaged

wanted to see the research stopped or substantially slowed down emphasized
the primitive stage of biological prediction when new biotypes were being
considered. According to this view, there were too many variables and too
many exceptions to make a priori judgments.
A different position on the efficacy of prediction in biology came from
those scientists who were concerned aboul restraints on free scientific inquiry. Their arguments drew heavily on analogies between natural recombinations and what was being planned in the laboratories of molecular
biologists. They approached the problem of risk assessment as reductionists.
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13eginning rvith a concrete scenaric, for a llazardous e'r'ilnt. thev estimated
thu probabilities of each sub-event in the causal chain. "ihose rriiicai of the

reductionist hypothesis argued that catastrophes rlo rol lt'nfortn to a
Iinear process. Furthermore, tire redrrctionist hypothesis tleets; Lrioiogy like
zr mechanistic system and takes no account of emergent events." [pp. 89-90]

-fhe

conversion process by which the vast rflajo''it,v of scientists
to support unfettered rDNA research involved factors beyond
scientific rationality and argument. It was, in fact, a tense ideological struggle. Krimsky reports testirnony before the Senate Subcommittee on Health chaired by Edward Kenrredy in which Willard
Gaylin, a physician-bioethicist connected with the Hastings Center,
came

stated that

. . . the conventionai wisdom would approve regulating scientific activities
if they impose a threat to society . . . The knowlerlge elgettdered by science
is a social product becanse of its historical roots, its public resources, and
"because it has become an indispensable part of our common culture." We
have a right 1o control science not because of its failtirc, but trecause of

its success. This is a fundarnental departurc frorn the laissez faire conception of scientific pursttit ttndcrpinning the rationale of progress and the
liberaI vierv of intellectual freedom. Gaylin's position has been associated
with raclical groups likc Sciencc for the People, but is rarcly heard in the
liberal circlcs of the Hastings Center. His tcstirnony before the Health
Subconrnrittee Llpset sonie members ancl associates of the Hastings Center.
N{arinc Singer wrote a five-pagc, single-spaced critique cf Caylin's remarks
point b1, point. Daniel Singer was concerned that Gaylin's testimony worrld
give IJastings an antiscience reputation. [p. 168]

As the dcbate proceeded, two antagonistic philosophical perspectives srrrfaced. 'fhesc were the rcclLrclionisl and organismlc theories
of.nrolccular biology. Thc rccluctionists argued that the properties of

thc rvholc can be corllpletely explaincd in terms of the properties
of cc'rnrponcnt parts. The organismic position was that the additivity
principlc ciicl not apply to organisms, thttt the parts of an organisn.l
arc nrutuilllv detcrnrining and interdcpendent giving rise to the possibilitl' of unpredictable curcrsent properties. If the phenomenor of
then the factors that decmergcnt properties r.vas plausiblc, "
ternrinc !-xprcssion of DNA in an organism are translerable between
divclge-nt spccies. lf there are anv natLrral barriers to cxpression of
cukart t.rtic [encs in prokaryotes that cannot be overcome in this
rllAnncr. thcn nrost of thc- Jrazards of such -qcne transplants are zero.
But it is prccisch thc crprcssion that scicntists rvere anticipating
and thut allorvs the tcchnolog) to rcvolutionize the field of molecular
biology." [p. 17-:]
Thc re'cluctionist thcsis proclainred that "from nonpathogens, pathogencsis *ill not cnrL'rse.' This r,.'ductionist doctrine reflects what
Marcusc callcd the onc-clinrcrrsionalitv of hourgeois reason which
makL-s it incapablc of grasping clcnrents in their interrelatedness.
Onc- rvoncle-r's ho\\' sciL-rltists rvho takc such a position account for
thcil o*'n cristcncc-its a procluct of r-r'olution (crner-scnce) from
hr tlrogcn. cltrhtln. nitrilq.'n Atltl tl\\ r't'tl lt i' 'i''nificrrt in this resurcl tlrat thr'l\11|ri:t aprproilch to scir-ncc $'hich is L'r)rcrgentist. i.e..
dialcctical. has irrouqht tlru' ccntnrl corrtrit.rrttions to thcories of the
ori!,in oI lifc in this ccrltur\ (thc rrork ol A I Opurin. J.[). Bcrnal
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and J.B.S. Haldane). Indeed, it is precisely at the biomolecular level
that one might expect to encounter emergent phenomena in relatively frequent occurence!
From the onset of the controversy, it was generally agreed that a

"safe" variant of the bacterium p. Coti was the best vehicle for
rDNA implanting. This organism, in the wild state, is an endemic

pathogen,
the cause of infection and death in many developing coun-tries.
lt was chosen on the basis of its relative impotence in the
United States where hygienic control of water supplies prevails to

enterprise!

Still, for some years modest guidelines for experimentation had
of Health. Then, in September
1981, the Recombinant DNA Advisory Committee of N.LH. did
away with its guidelines This was accompanied by threat, intimidation, and character assassination directed against the critics of the
research. It originated in and was executed by the biological establishment which sought to speed np research with an eye toward
huge personal financial gains. Scientists began to form private corporations that would enable them to market their products with maximum profit. In this drive for free market science, the arguments and
evidence against restrictions on research and against social control
been imposed by National Institutes

were contrived, fabricated, phoney:
The stakes in the rDNA controversy were very high: the control of

science
and potentially profitable tech-

and the control of an immensely powerful
nology. [Human insulin produced by this technique was cleared for sale
as this review is written.] Scientists wanted to keep that control to themselves, and commercial interests were satisfied to give it to them. It was a
tradition with which both were comfortable. But others believed that this
kind of technology was too powerful, both for its positive and negative
potentials, to leave to scientists. It is no wonder that the actual nature of
the evidence should be secondary since control, not "safety", was to a
large extent the main issue. "Safety" was only the strategic hilltop whose
possession would help win the war. lp. 2431

In 1977 a citizens' committee in Cambridge, Massachusetts, the
Cambridge Experimental Review Board, of which the author was a
member, issued the following declaration:
While we should not fear the increase of our knowledge of the world, to
learn more of the miracle of life, we citizens must insist that in the pursuit of knowledge appropriate safeguards be observed by institutions undertaking this research. Knowledge, whether for its own sake or for its potential benefits to humankind, cannot serve as a justification for introducing
risks to the public unless an informed citizenry is willing to accept those
risks. Decisions regarding the appropriate course between the risks and
benefits of a potentia)ly dangerous scientific inquiry must not be adjudicated within the inner circles of the scientific establishment." [p. 307]
The withdrawal of the research guidelines by N.I.H. in 1981
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marked the end of the grim story. A most undesirable outcome of
the conflict was the increasing tendency toward secrecy and competition-the antithesis of free ssisnqs-ss research converged on industrial applications' and profit. A significant sector of academic
biology was being integrated into the system of capitalist commodity
production. Many, perhaps most, of the scientists involved, because

of their

bourgeois background and their individualistic ideology,

subscribed to a narrow, crude and one-sided conception of what it
means for science to be free, i.e., unregulated, citing the Lysenko
episode indignantly. They were quite unable or unwiiling to understand that a free science has no secrets or patents, is open to public
and collegial scrutiny and criticism, is a social and historical creation
of the collective labor of many contributors, and is inherently democratic. Free science as an instrument created by society is subordinate to the needs of society-it should not be used as a tool for
arnassing profits. The narrow subjectivist ideology of bourgeois science also undermines science itself; a science mystified by concealment behind the pseudo-cthic of the free market invites popular attack, especially so whcn it fails to meet social needs while serving
the interests of a small minority. Biology courses in creationism art'

one result.

Willls H. Truitt
Department of Philosophy
University of South Florida
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scribed scientific progress in terms of competing models or paradigms
rathcr than the accumulation of objective knowledge." Provides useful
historical background for ideological engagement with the enemy.

B'BUAGRAPTIIC BR'EFS
Sean Sayers, "Contradiction and Dialectic in the Development
ence." Science and. Saciely 43 (4): 409-436; 1981"

of

Sci-

This is an effective explanation of dialectical contradiction for answering the typical questions raised by scientists. Simple examples and straight-

forward arguments make clear the difference between formal and
dialectical logic. Discussions of the ideas of Popper, Lakatos and Kuhn
are also used to clarify this differencd. Sayers' paper is recomnrended
to those whl have been confused by the Mussachia article which appeared previously in same journal (41:257-280;1977 arr,d 42: 185-198;
1978). See also criticism of Mussachia in Science anrl Nature (No.4:
l-2,77-78) and exchange of letters in this issue.
Sayers' paper may nevertheless have its own contradictions. A careful
re-reacling, occasioned by questions frorn Erwin Marquit, reveals what
may be interpreted as an inconsistency. Sayers' main theme concerns the
concrete nature of clialectical contradictions. "Formal logic," he says.
"just because it excludes all considerations of content. is indifferent to
truth . . . the minute Lhe contenl of what is being said is taken into account
the situatir:n changes. Now the contradiction becomes concrete . . . [and] in
concrete circumstances cne may well have good reasons for asserting
both sides of a contracliction" [p.425]. Elsewhere, horvever, in disc-ussing
Lakatos' approach to the logic of science, Sayers refers to an unresolved
conflict betwecn theory and expcriment as "a contradiction in the full
logical sensc" tp.4201. To this observer it seenrs that, while such a conflict
can be represented in terms of a formal contradiction (excluded middle),
the concrete and practical nature of the problem makes it inherently a
dialectical contradiction. Perhaps Sayers has given us here an excellent
if unwitting example of dialectics in scientific thought-the case where a
contradiction is both formal and dialcctical at one and the san.re time!
Saul Birnbaum adds that there are some very good things to be found
in Dialectical Contradictittrt.r: Can.ten'tporary Marxist Discussions, ed. by
Erwin Marquit. Philip l\{oran and Willis H. Truitt (Marxist Education
Press, Minneapolis 1982).

Marx, Engcls, Lenin, On Dialectical Materialisrn, Progress,

N{oscow,

1977. 422 pages" $3"95"
Provides lengthy passages from works

of the masters, dealing with
of Marxist philosophy. trt would be more useful as a
reference work if it included a subject index and if it included more
many aspects

fron-r Lenin's Ph|losaphi<:al Noiebooks. Reconicnded as a supplement to
Reader in Marxist Pltilosophy, edited by Selsam and Martel (Interna-

tional, New York 1963).

Ronald L. Numbers, "Creationism in 2Oth-Century America". Science
218:538-544; 1982.
Traces the developnrent of the creationist pretensions as science--from
William Jennings Bryan up to the present "claim to scientific respect-

Nathan Rosen, "Can Quantum-Mechanical Description of Physical Real-

ity Be Considered Complete?". In Albert Einstein: His lnfluence

controversy with Niels Bohr over the 1935 paper by the trio (with the
title). The recent experimental investigation of Bell's inequalities
has convinced him that a complete description of microworld reality
cannot be obtained by some simple modification of quantum mechanics
such as hidden variables. Rather than accept Bohr's narrow description
of reality (and consequent idealist interpretation), Rosen concludes that
the question of completeness no longer has physical meaning unless it
can be re-interpreted to call for a conrplete new theory, which "is likely
to involve revolutionary changes in concepts and principles-perhaps
above

even changes

in our

Ytr.

of

space and tin.e."

Not too sanguine on
of a

l.. Kharin, D'undamcntals ol

Dialectics. Moscow, Progress, 1981,

256 pages. $6.40.'
Saul Birnbatrr says this book is slanted towards India and Buddhist
rcaders. answering a trend to mvsticisnt in physics (The Tao ol Physics,
7'ltt, Doncing Wtr Li Masters. etc.) which gives it added va1ue. This
hricf. popular-ized exposition of dialectical n-raterialsnr is also noteworthy

for its attenrpts at ciiagrlrllnratic representation of subjects such as the
\tructurc of l\1aruist-Leninist philosophy, the forrls of ntotion of matter.
rrnrl indiviclual consciousness. Ir,Ia1'give vou ideas for developin_u vour
orvn bllckboartl representations. But it does not deal so directly with the
rcal philosophical probleurs of science as in A P. Sheptulin, Marxisr[,arrinirr Pltilo;oplr or in the ntuch more conrprehensive though no
loneer available F ttn datrten t al s ol il[ orxist -Le rtirt ist P lt ilo.soplry.
forge Rucla, Estrrdios de Psicologia Dialectico. EDUCA, Centro-america,
l

9s0.

Brsed on courses given at Universitl'of Costa Rica. this text deals
rvith the orisins ancl der elopnrent of Soviet psl'chology,. including a
i[-tailed sun'ct r.rf crrDts1,tror"., Soviet psr cho]o-sr'. The author is prolcssor of psi'chologr'. Universitl'of Otta*'a. The prrblisher EDUCA

of si\ Ce-ntral Anrerican conntries.
I'irrrl Forrnon "\\'cinrar Culturc. Ctusllitl', antl Quantrrnr Theorr'. I9l81927: Adrrptation br Gcnnln Phvsicists to a Ilostile Intcllectual Envirorrrrrcrrt." ilisl. .Srrrd. in l'ltr1s. Scit,rrccs 3: 1-1151 1971.
(- ot rit!t'n tlrut t. The r ol u rnc l r-rri \ ci.lr \\ crc cir en incorrectll in S&N
No. 2. p 6-5. shere it uus ltt-rtcrl thlt this scholirrlr paper. pror icling
rnutcriul lor a Brcchtiirn dnrrrlr. is rctluircrl re'urling for thtrsc intercstctl
in thc philosophicll proirlcnrs posctl hr qttlrntttrrt ntculr:tniCs
rcpresents nationcl uniYerEities

ability" with neu, philosopher heroes Karl Popper, who contended that
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concepts

the prospect for this, he ends by understating: "The consequences
revolution in physics are hard to foresee."

I-(ster Tolkittgton

evolution theory could not be falsified. and Thomas Kuhn, who "dePaqe 62

on

Phgsics, Philosoythg anil Politics, ed. by Peter C. Aichelburg and Roman
U. Sexl (Friedr. Vieweg & Sohn, Braunschweig 1979), pp. 57-67.
This is the Rosen of Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen fame, re-exarnining the
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'essence'

The Discussion Continues

On Causality in Quantum Mechanics:
A Mathematician's View

or

'absolute substance,'

in the

sense

temporary, relative, approximate character

in which the idle official

of all

these milestones on- the

IRVING ADLER
North Benni ngton, Vermont
COMMENTS

by Erwin

Marquit,

Lester Talkington, David Schwartzman

U.

A Critique of Both Sets of Views
stated above my conclusions
quit and Talkington in their deba
quanturn mechanics. On the basis
clices I can now develop the argum
Marquit and Hijrz el ql. say that causality iri quantum mgchanics
rnrst differ from causality in classical mechanics. This is correct beI

forces and an action or interaction of bodies.

I

urge that the appendices be read before sections

I.

I

and

II'

The Basic Postulate of Materialism

ing mind. This was already understood by Lenin ll927l in his discussion of the twentieth-century revolution in physics:
Only one thing is, from Engels' viewpoint, immutable-the reflection by
the human mind (when the human mind exists) of a world existing and
developing independently ol the mind. No other 'immutability,' no other
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differential equations that describe how the state changes, determine
ths state at any later time. In classical mechanics, since a state is
specified by the position and momentum of the particles, these are
thc quantities that figure in the prineiple of cauiality. In quantum
mechanics, since a state is specified by the value of the wave func-

tion docs. b) The measurL.s g 2 and 6

2 which predict the probabiliposition
and momentum re_qiven
spectively contain less information than the wave functions v, or d.
Only the latter havc the most complete information about the be-

ty densitv of the particle at a
havior of the particle.

On Causality ln Quantum Mechanics (Discussion)
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When Marquit and Horz et al. relect the wave function g as the
determinant of causality in favor of ,7r2' they are insisting that causality must be expressed in terms of position and momentum, as it is
in classical rnechanics, as if the particle character of matter were
somehow more real than its wave character. To this extent they are

pressing real properties of the material world, and in some situations.
such as this, are the most appropriate numbers for that purpose'

stresses the dynamical underpinning of the
n he is on firm ground because the potential

does take into account the forces acting on the
particle. Moreover, the equation does deal with the state of a quanium-mechanical system, and does describe how the state changes
with position and time. The combination of initial value of the wave
function and the Schroedinger equation is fully deterministic and
y. However, Svechnikov.
therefore embodi
is on less firm ground
are
whose ideas
ality and the relation of
when he makes
states, and insists that "The cause is of a dynamical (force) character

5.

The statement that the initial state

the state (r,

t)

lt (r, t.) at tinre

tn determines

at time l."is the quantum-mechanical ft.rrm of ihe principre
of causality." (Merzbacher, p. 33a)

causality must be expressed in terms of "forces" overlooks the fact
that "The forces are merely shorthand expressions for the complex
interactions between various wave-particle systems, which in modern
physics are usually referred to as fields." [Merzbacher 1970, p. 31]
Shtements about forces can always be replaced by equivalent statements about potentials or acceleration. c) The iusistence that causality must be expressed in terms of "an action or an interaction of
bodies," like the llorz et a/. insistence that it must be expressed in
terms of the position and momentum of particles, reveals a predisposition to think that only "bodies" are real, and, to that extent.
represents a failure to break with mechanical materialism.

Appendix

A.

Characteristics o{ Quantum Mechanics

l. Matter on the atomic linrl nuclear level is characterized by a wave/
particle duality: An electrcrn, for example, is detected as a particle with
u .l"finit" charge, mass, ard spin. On the other hand, interference phenomena in the diffraction of electrorrs show that the electron also has
a wave character. Qltantum-nlechanicai theory must take this wave/particle duality into account.
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(e.g., momentum and anSular momentum) cannot be arbitrarily assigned

of the other. The particles are local
In the case of electrons, they
i.n the distribution of the quality we have called

by
9. Observables (measurable physical properties) are represented
propthe
of
Because
iin"ui operutors operating on th" wave function'

without regard to the properties

erties

"electronness."

partial differential equations, the equation for the state whe'
an observable denoted by an operatrr '4 is measured has only certain
values
solutions called eigenfunctions torresponding to certain discrete
numbers'
real
all
are
eigenvalues
The
eigenvalues.
1
of called
10. The behavior of a material particle is described completely by its
wave function rp.
each
I L Two observables can be sharply defined independently -of
posifor
operators
The
conlmute'
operators
their
if
other if and only
tion and rno."nir* do not com,nule' Hence position and m-ome.ntum
is
cannot be sharply defined simultaneously' The sharpness of :definitio-n
y2h/ (2*\'
gor..".a by the Heisenberg uncertainty ielation, (fx)'(Ap)
ihis relation. which can bi derived rigorously, asserts that the more prewe know its
cisely we know the position of a partlcle, the less precisely

oi

momentum, and vice versa.
be12. The wave function lt (r, t) is defined in coordinate space' Thewave
another
of
means
by
havior of a particle can also be described
are
fr""iio" 6 G, t) defined in momentum space' The two functions
the level
related to'each other reciprocally by Fourier integrals' Thus' on
of a.paroi pheno.ena described'by quantum mechanics, the positionare
related
They
measures'
independent
not
are
momentum
its
and
ticle

to each other.

13. The probability density that the

momentum has the value

p

is

given by 161'z. Note the analogY to
coordinate sPace. In both cases,
squaring the absolute value of
away some of the information
complex number, as a vector,

a

of a global

are like local bumps

phenomenon.

15. If two protons in tlre singlet state are allowed to separate, and the
same component of spin is subsequently measured on both particles,
they will always be found to be in opposite directions, which may be
designated as f and -. If this fact is combined with the assumption
that each particle has a definite spin-component parallel or antiparallel
to each of three orthogonal axes A, B, and C before it is measured, and
that the negative correlation between the components of protons separated fronr the singlet state is maintained no matter how far apart they
are, then a certain inequality known as the Bell inequality can be derived which would connect the numbers of protons from among many
singlet pairs that would have given spin components in any two out of
the three orthogonal directions with the numbers for the other possible
choicesoftwooutofthreecomponents.Forexample,n(A+B+)<
n(A+C+) I n(B+Q+1. However, the rules of quantum mechanics,
constituting a different set of assumptions about elementary particles,
predict that for some choices of the orthogonal axes A, B and C the Bell
inequality would be violated. Most of the experiments performed with
the spin of protons or with the analogous property of polarization of
photons support the prediction of quantum mechanics. The results of
these experimeDts can be understood if a pair of protons moving apart
fronr the singlet state are regarded not as independent entities but "as
becomes progressively
the elenrents of a single physical system that .
nrore extended in space." and more generally, "in some sense all these
objects [particles or aggregates of particles] constitute an indivisible
whole" [d'Espagnat]. The individual particles are best understood as local
nranifestations of a global phenonrenon.

."urr...ofpositionandmomentumcontainlessinformationthanthe

wave function. tt.,ut the information that is missing is essential infornra-

tioncanbeseenfromthefactthatadditionofpositivereal'numbersof
alone cannot u".oun, for interference phenomena' while addition
vectors can.

|4.Twoelementaryparticlesofthesamekindareindistinguishable.

same state'
interchanging them does not produce another state but the
In this ."Jp..t the states described by a wave function that characterizes
kind
the simultaneous occurrence of two or more particles of the same
signals formed bY arrangi

signal formed bY two red
e, with no other distinguish
ns the same if the two red

ty of being indistinguishable, particles. of the

same

molekind do not obey Bol;man sta"tistics (the statistics used in the they
if
statistics
Bose-Einstein
obeythey
Instead
gases).
of
.r.riu. tt
"o.y sp-in, or Fermi statistics if tt'"y have half-integral. spin'
tu,r" int"giol
Hencethenu*e.D,,o,saod|ermions.ThelatterobeyPauli'sexclusion
elementary particles of. the same
;.i;;;i". The indistinguishability
-of mean that they cannot be thought
principle,
llna, unO Pauli's exclulion
of as being indepenjent of'each other: the properties of one particle
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B. Numbers, Reality and Intuition
Fronr ancient tinres the concept of "number" has been embedded in
hunrankind's perception of reality. But with evolving technology and
Appendix

econonric life. and acconrpanying increased experience and deeper penetration into the nature of matter. three things have also evolved in tan-

dem: a) the concept of

"nun.rber" itself: b) our ability to grasp intuitivel.v nunrher relations originally forrnulated as abstractions; c) our
runderstanding of the kinds of "number" structures that are appropriate
for describing real properties of matter.
In a food-gathering econonry. the concept of nunrber was restricted
at first to counting numbers. The developnrent of agrictrlture and subsequent urbanization nrade it necessary for people to nreasure distances.
lengths of cloth, volumes of stored seed. etc. Erperience with measurement made it necessary to expand the concept of nutlber to include
fractions. The developn]ent of geonretry led to the discovery that frac-

tions do not suffice to give the lc-n-eth of evert' line segnrent; There is
no fraction. for exanrple. thrt can represent the length of the diagonal
of a square u'hose side has unit length. This discovery gave birth to
the concept of "incommensurable quantities" out of rvhich enterged
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physical applications' The best known
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The evolution of our concept of number to more and more general
forms, and the discovery of physical counterparts of these forms has
been accompanied by'an evolution of our ability to think intuitively
about these newer forms. Our number intuitions are derived from two
sources, our hereditary brain structure developed by evolution, and our
cumulative experience, passed on from generation to generation through
both informal and formal modes of instruction, and added to by each
generation. Whereas in earlier times people could grasp intuitively number relations involving only counting numbers or only real numbers,
those experienced with complex numbers have no difficulty working
with them intuitively. There is no mystery involved in what is meant by
multiplying by a complex number once it is understood that it is equivalent to a rotation of a vector and a stretch or contraction of the vector

(De Moivre's Theorem). The fact that the intuitive use of complex
of the human mind should not stand
in the way of their use in the construction of theoretical models of
physical reality. The principal criterion that is relevant in choosing the
numbers and number relations to be used in a model is their appropriate
numbers is a recent acquisition

ness

for representing the physical properties being modeled.

C. Relations of Dependence in Physics
of
the
characteristics of the growth of the science of physics has
One
been the discovery that some properties of matter formerly thought to
be independent are actually dependent on each other. Another charac-

Appendix

teristic has been an increasing awareness of the fact that every observation is a relationship between the observer and the observed and that
therefore there is a dependence of the observation on the frame of reference of the observer and the activity of the observer. In many cases
these t\4'o characteristics are linked to each other.
Before the development of Newtonian mechanics it was thought that
the weight of a body was an invariant property of the body independent
of its position. Classical mechanics revealed that the weight of a body
and its position are linked, because the weight depends on the distance
of the body from the center of the earth. The center of the earth enters
into the concept oI weight because we, the observers, live on the earth.
If we were living on Mars, the distance fron-r the center of Mars would
be the relevant parameter of position. In Newtonian mechanics, the concept of invariant weight was replaced by the concept of invariant mass,
and, in a closed systent, it was assumed that the total mass and tota'l
eneigl, of the system were independent constants, representing separarate larvs of conservation: conservation of nrass, and conservation of
energy. But with the insights derived from relativity theory, so dramatically confirmed by the atomic bontb. we now know that the mass and
the energy are not independent quantities. but are, in fact, convertible
into each other. so that the two separate laws of conservation have to
be replaced by one law: conservation of nrass/energy.
Before the developnrent of relativity theory. it was assumed that if
any event Er occurs at position (xr,1,, z,) and tinle 1,, and an €vent Er
occurs at position (rr, -r'r. z1) at time 1., that the distance between the
events, [(r,
x)2 ! (J'.,.- )'r)' (22- z1)211h, an<J the time interval

between the-eYents, tz-t,. ate inrariant propertics that are independent of
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dach other. Now we know from relativity theory that these two ProPerties are

actualty related to each other and are related to the frame

o[ the observer. What is assumed to be invariant in

of

reference

relativity theory

is

(y'
y')2
(x'
r')2
h)2
the interval between the events, lc2(t,
(2,
zt)211h. The distance 6etween the events and the time interval
-between- the events are the space and time components respectively of one

uncertainty relation.

imaginary numbers are involved. We can make a sort o, analogy
with Marx's analysis of exchange value, a value that does not mani-

fcst itself phenomenologically-it is price that is observed in the
market place. Adler sebms to give the wave function the role of
essence, just as Marx gives an essential nature to exchange value;
then, as implied in Adler's arguments, the square of the wave function interpreted as a probability density would be the phenomenal
component, just as price would be the phenomenal expression of
exchange value. The analogy, it is true, was not made by Adler explicitly; it will turn out that this approach has some shortcomings.
Adler's tendency to embrace causality one-sidedly leads to oversimplification of the views of H6rz and co-authors as well as of my
own views. For example, Adler writes that "Marquit and Hdrz et al.
look for the principle of causality in probabilistic statements about
position and momentum."

ERWIN MARQUIT COMMENTS:
Adler focuses on a number of very important points. For many

Let us put the comments of Htjrz and co-authors [1980b,p.85] in
their more complete context:
Concepts such as law, causality, and structure embrace certain specific
forms of interaction. Engels points out in a number of places that the
principle of causality can only be understood as a general interaction.
Further:
The category causality contains the direct influence of one phenomenon
of the objective world on another phenomenon, the conditioning of one
phenomenon (effect) on another (cause) and its unity. [p:103]

For the domain of quantum physics, they write:
The form of causality characteristic for the microworld can be defined as
follows: Cause, as lhe real phenomenon which appears with the prob-

the phys

ahility p.,, gives rise to and conditions another real phenomenon, effect,
with the probability pb. [p.112]

s can be

The whole stress of Horz et al. here is that causality is associated
',vith interaction and the connection among phenomena that exists
before, and occur as a result of, the interaction. Adler appears to
confuse causality rvith law. He identifies the solution of the Schroedinger equation with causality and does not see the Schroedinger
equation as a law of quantum mechanics in its distinctness from a
catrsal principle. According lo Horz et al.,

variables,

And ther

microworld in two-component form, where the two components are

stress

tle

fact, as Adler

n quantum mechanics is
but not simplY because
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While causality can be ttnderstood only as a moment (essential aspect)
of interaction. and in this sense represents the simplest form of connection. the concL-pt of lau represents complex and complicated forms of
conneclioo, '*hich. in turn. presupposes the causality principle. [p.104]
Nor is it true that thc viewpoint of Hcirz and co-authors and myself
ignclrc thc d-rnanric undr.-rpinnings of the Schroedinger equation. In a
papcr cntitled "statistical Processes and Car'rsalitv." I wrote:
The fact is that the Schroedinger cquation is jtlst as mechanistic as Neuton's cqurtion Both describe changes 3s dtle to external actions. The cartsecffect bond. hosever. is trniqrrc itt one case ancl statislical in the other.
It is the innc'r natttre of rnatter that gives rise to the difference, not the
erternal forces. [N{arquit 1977.]
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Adler's error is to set the wave function obtained from the solubetween the two systems, think of real numbers as points along a line, complex numbers as points lying on a plane. Tbe calculations of quantum mechanics require the use of complex numbers, however they are constructed.
The real number sysfem alone is not sufficient for this purpose since it
constitutes only a subset of the complex number system.

Irving Adler

LESTER TALKINGTON COMMENTS:
Irving Adler's contribution to our discussion is valuable because
it reaffirms the dynamic role of causality within the very formalism
of quantum mechanics itself, showing that the Schroedinger equation and the wave function of a particle are formulated in terms of

the former the wave function can be more completely reconstructed,
while the converse is not true if we keep in mind the need to fix the

requires the probabilistic aspect to come to the fore.
School ol PhYsics and AstronomY
UniversitY ol Minesota

classical dynamics (with the potential treated as an alternative expression of dynamic force). Adler's arguments are especially welcome because of their physical character and their sound basis in
philosophical materialism.
There is a question, however, whether Adler's position will be
fully persuasive to those who have been influenced by the concept
of "statistical causality" which is at issue here. This concept is congruent with the Copenhagen interpretation which, over the past half
cerrtury, has been shown to be logically (and ideologically) a complete and closed system, quite impervious to any formal criticisrn
on its own terms. It seems that Adler's position would be stronger
if he had also addressed the larger question of whether microphysics
is subject to further dialectical development through the inner contradictions of quantum mechanics, a process in which the present
formalism may well be transformed drastically or even eliminated.
If Adler had taken this further step, examining microphysics from
outside the formalism, he might have reached quite a different conclusion concerning the Svechnikov proposal for a research program
which treats an experimental apparatus (such as the twin slits of the
usual "interference" demonstration) as an assembly of microparticles
interacting with the experimental microparticles. The empirical justification for such an investigation can be found in the many experiments demonstrating that, for a given macroscopic configuration,
the statistical distribution of microparticles remains unchanged if
the rate of flow of these particles is reduced to the point where physical interaction ("interference") between such experimental particles

is no longer possible. One obvious interpretation of such experi-

Siham Zitzler
Mathematics DePartment
Loop College, Chicago

while it is true,

as

Marquit says, thai comp_lex numbers can be constructed

the,comllex numbers nevertheless consti;;';;.;.d ;;;i;i iiri },"*u6.i.
numbe. system with structure and properties. qualitatively

iit" , i,lif,"i-l"vel
aiii.i"ni-f.o-
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those of the real number system. To visualize the difference

mental results is that the statistical distribution of microparticles depends primarily on their interaction with the macroscopic apparatus,
and does not arise from some innate stochastic motion of individual
particles as postulated by many physicists.
Such an investigative approach is, of course, not conceivable within
the formalism of quantum mechanics nor can it be justified in any
way on the basis of the "statistical causality" concept. There is, however, ample philosophical justification for undertaking such an in-
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vestigation if one sees quantum mechanics as a temporary stage of
a microphysics which is ntulable in the Leninist historical sense, i.e.,
subject to further chan-se and development. The mutability of all
scientific knowled-ee was discussed by Lenin in the passage quoted
by Adler (above) in relation to the materialist basis for preserving
dynamic causality in nricrophl'sics. Thus, the passage provides an
excellent illustration of how the dialectics of change and development go hand in hand with scientific materialism in the Marxist approach to philosophical problems.
Tappan.

NY

10983

DAVID SCHWARTZMANN COMMENTS:
I

found Adler's paper provocative and clarifying on a number ol

New York Academy of the Sciences, goes almost as far: "The world

just isn't 'there' independent of our observing it; what is 'there' depends in part on what -we choose ts sss-1s3lity is partially created
by the o6server." Pagels, providing a very cleir deicription of the
experimental test, refers to the "quanturn weirdness" in the "nonobjectivity" of the quantum properties of individual photons-taking
the position that objectivity and locality are complementary concepts, in the sense that the assumption of a definite state for photons
implies their nonlocality while the converse assumption of local
causality implies giving up the objectivity of indiviclual photons (even

if

a pair

of correlated photons are light years apart!).

Another suggestion, perhaps not quite as unpalatable, was made
by Pitowsky ll982l: probability theory must be revised for the microworld, analogous to Einstein's use of Riemann's geometry. This
sounds similar to the proposals for a quantum logic, specially designed for the microworld; Bunge 11967l has pointed out that, as a
theory of the microworld, such a quantum logic is full of inconsistencies because it must use ordinary logic as well.
d'Espagnat's idealism was the target of a critique by Victor Weiss-

kopf [1980] who pointed out the obvious: "Quantum mechanics
. . . processes in the interior of distant starts or with
the nature of rocks that existed before humankind evolved". Since
radioactive decay is clearly a process of the microworld and so are
nuclear reactions within stars, how could those damned electrons
deals with the

its implications is, in some essential aspects, a replay of the classic
debate between Eintein and Bohr over the "EPR paradox", socalled from the 1935 paper by Einstein, Podolsky and Rosenthough there is an important difference in that Bell's Theorem permits actual experimental tests, including the possibility of superluminal transfer of information, while the Bohr-Einstein contronts')
versy was fought
bring out the profoundly
Adler's paper,
he implications of the curidealist position t
'a significant omission berent debate over
tinue the same line of idealist argus, a distinguished theoretical physiting of Bell's Theorem "deals a de-

on the concePt of an

indePendent

reality." And Heinz Pagels [1982], who is currently president of the
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ignore the fact that no human consciousness was around while they
were doing their thing? Unfortunately, this argument still leaves an
opening for objective idealists of the Hegelian type: Consciousness,
infinite in time and space, pervades the Universe acting as the Etern_al observer. (This, however, is not a scientific argument!)
Still another possibility, of course, is that quantum mechanics is
not a complete theory but a limiting case of a larger theory (deju
vu?). To recognize the objectivity of human consciousness, its historical development and its nonexistence for almost all of the last
15 billion years, is basic to scientific knowledge and materialist philosophy. It demands that any scientific theory of the world should
be observer-free in the sense of the objective existence of the oblect/
process outside of our consciousness. Bunge [19671 has attempted
to develop such a version of quantum mechanics. If the experimental test of Bell's Theorem is really in conflict with a materialist
version of quantum mechanics such as Bunge's, then one must conclude as a materialist that quantum mechanics has reached rts limits
and must be superseded. F'rom the conclusions of Rosen [1979, see
Bibliographic Briefs, this issuel, it appears that hidden variable theories are also ruled out, and any new theory will involve revolutionary
concepts of space and time. This subject deserves much closer attention from dialectical materialists. The experimental test of Bell's
Theorem may prove as crucial to physics as did the Michelson-Morley
On Causality In Quantum Mechanics (Discussion)
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test, but the results need careful scientific and philosophical scrutiny.
In any event, to use Mark Twain's euphemism, the purported experimental refutation of materialism is premature.
Dept. ol Geology and GeograPhY
Howard University

A

futorlal on Basrcs

ol Marxist Philosophy

THE NATURE OF HUMAN KNOWLEDGE*
ln Marxigt Theory, Knowledge Rellects Experience
hat is knowledge anyway? What does it mean to humankind?
Are there laws governing the development of knowledge? Is
ob.iective truth attainable, and, if so, how? By what process? What
lrc the criteria for true knowledge? Philosophical questions such as
thcse are dealt with in the theory of knowledge, or epislemology (fuom

tlrc Greek words episteme for knowledge artd logos for theory or
rl<rctrine).

Such questions arose with the very beginning of philosophy In
ircek philosophy, analysis of the nature of knowledge began with
I lcmocritus, Plato, Aristotle, the skeptics and the.stoics. Contributions
Ir) the theory have been made by Bacon, Descartes, Locke, Spinoza
irrrtl many others in the modern era.
'the problem of knowledge occupies a central place in MarxistI cninist philosophy. Th.e basic assumptions of the dialetical-materiall,.t theory of knowledge were formulated by Lenin inhis Materialism
u u I Empirio-Criticism:
{

lrving Adler
Wonder what the editors of Scientilic American have to say about such an
inconsistency between subtitle and concluding paragraphs of an article!
Editor, Science & Nature
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l)

Things exist independently of our consciousness, independently of our
of us. . . .
(2) There is definitely no difference in principle between the phenomenon
(

scnsations, oulside

rlifference is between what is known and what is not yet known. , . .
(3) In the theory of knowledge as in every other sphere of science, we
must think dialetically, that it, we must not regard our knowledge as readymade and unalterable, but must determine how knowledge emerges from
isnorance, bow incomplete, inexact knowledge becomes more complete and
rnore exact.S

'l-he theory of knowledge owes to Marxism two things that have
hlnged it fundamentally: (l) the extension of materialist dialectics
to the sphere of knowledge; (2) introduction into the theory of
trrowledge of practice as the basis and criterion of true knowledge.
Materialist dialectics has put an end to the isolation and separation
o[ the laws of the objective world from the laws of thought, because
rt is the science of the most general laws of motion both of the external world and of human thought. There are, as Engels writes,
" . . . two sets of laws which are identical in substance, but differ in
tlrcir expression in so far as the human mind can apply them conrt'iously, while in nature and also up to now for the most part in
,

'

Adapted lrom Fundamentals of Marxist-Leninist Philosophy [Mos1974]. An appendix herewith, discussing agnosticism and sublor:llve versus objective dialectics, previously preceded this essay.
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human history. tltcsc lltws itsscr! lltetttsclvcs ttncrrnscitrtrsly,

Knowlcclgc and thc lrtws oI its rllotiotl (srrbicctivc tli;rlcclicsl are
thus thc rcflcction in thc thinking hririn oI thc litws irntl propcrtics
of objectivc reality' itsclf. Thc contcnt of our knowlcdgc is hrought
into harntony with the objccts and processes cxisting outsidc it in
the process of co-snition. rvhich is predicated on man's material
praciical activity, his practical efforts to master the phenomena and
processes of nature.

The level of knowledge is not determined solely by people,s nat_
ural and individual features; the main factor is so"iat co.raiiions and

Subject and object
Knowledge does not exist in a person's brain from the outset, it
is acquired in the course of his life, as a result of his practical activily. Tlrc process ol acquiring netv knottledge is called cognition.
In order to understand the essence, the laws of cognition one must
decide who is its subject, that is, who is the knower of objective

by the machines they build, such cts compulers. And
iinally, it is not enough merely to assert that man is the subject of
cognition; one must find out what makes him the subject, and for
people but

o
fe
which the sub
consciousness

this purpose

Ludwig

e.

idealist concept according to
ciousness, correctly noting that
of man, is predicative. Man for
exploration of

ffi

of
tivi

but stops at the abstraction 'man' and gets no further than recognising
lhe true individual corporeal man' emotionally. . . ."7

in definite relations with his own kind. " . . . Man," wrote Marx, "is
not an abstract creature inhabiting some extra-mundane sphere'
Man is the world of rnan, the sfate, society."s

Outside society there is no man, and consequently, no subject of
cognition either. But the reader is quite entitled to ask, surely it is not
alfmankind, society as a whole, that gets to know things' but sepaPage 82
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He
his
the
con

"?tl"r'#T::
environment.

nomena of nature into the orbit of
objects of his activity. In this way
and deeper. Criticising Feuerbachk

"He does not see how the

sensuous

All this goes to show that both the subject and the object upon
which the subject acts acquire a social character and depend on hrrman practical activity. This activity creates culture, an element of
which is knowledge.
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Practice. The social and historical nature of knowledge

The indispensable condition on which knowledge depends is the
influence that the objects of nature and social Processes exert upon
man, but man can only develop his knowledge by acting, intervening
in objective phenomena and transforming them while experiencing
their influence. We can understand the essence of human cognition
only by deducing it from the peculiarities of this practical interaction
of subject and object.
Mankind and nature are two systems of different quality, but they'
are both material. Man is a social and objective being and acts in
an objective way. His possession of consciousness and will exerts a
substantial influence on his interaction with nature, but this interaction does not thereby lose its material essence. Man acts with all
the means at his disposal, natural and artificial, on the phenomena
and things of nature, transforming them and at the same time transforming himself. This obiective material activity ol man is known as
praclLCe.

The concept of practice is fundamental not only to the theory of
knowledge of Marxism-Leninism, but also to Marxist-Leninist philosophy as a whole. Practice cannot be confined entirely to the sphere
of production. If it is, man becomes merely an economic being, satisfying by means of labour his needs for food, clothing, habitation and
so on, and his consciousness becomes purely technical in character.
Economic production has its place in practice, as its basis, but human
practical activity cannot be reduced merely to the practice of production. Practice, in the broadest sense, includes the totality of objective forms of man's activity; it embraces all aspects of his social

being, in the process of which his material and spiritual culture is
created, including such social phenomena as the class struggle, and
the development of art and science.

In his production labour activity man treats nature not as an animal does, obtaining only what it and its offspring immediateiy require; man is a universal being, he creates things that do not exist in
nature, he creates on his own scale and by his own yardstick according to constantly emerging and developing aims. Such activity is
impossible without consciousness.
All forms of man's objective activity are built on the foundation
of labour and procluction, an<1 it is these forms that engender such a
things, processes, and the laws of obledge was not separated from material
of the other. As civilisation developed,
eas broke away from the production of
theothings, and the process of cognition
ic
feas
its
c)!r"jn
with
mau
activity
of
retial
theory
tures. This subsequcntly gave rise to
and practice, whicir is in fact only relative in character.
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If we set out to explain the interrelation between theoretical activity and practice, we shall see the dependence of theory on practicc and at the same time its relative independence. For the tlieory
of knowledge both are important. The dependence ol knowledge on

practice explai

All

aspects of

The subject of
natural object

in the sphere of his activity; practice is the objective, material activity in which man, far from losing his essence, acquires it, thus

creating himself and his history.
From nature man has inherited certain biological factors on which
the functioning of consciousness depends; these are the brain and a
fairly well developed nervous system. But man's natural organs have
changed their purposes and function in the process of social develop-

ment. "Thus the hand," wrote Engels, "is not only the organ of
labour, is is also the product ol labour,"to It is thanks to social activity that the sensory organs, the brain and hands, have acquired
the ability to create such marvels as the pictures and statues of the
great artists, the compositions of brilliant musicians, the masterpieces
of literature, science and philosophy.
It'follows from the social nature of knowledge that the development of knowledge is caused by the changes in man's objective activity, in his social needs, which determine the aim of knowledge, its
target, and stimulate people to strive for an ever deeper theoretical
mastery of knowledge.
The relative independence of knowledge allows it to go a little
further than the immediate demands of practice, to anticipate prac-

tice, to foresee new phenomena and actively influence production
and other spheres of human life. For example, the theory of the complex structure of the atom arose before society had consciorisly set
itself the goal of making practical use of atomic energy.
Knowledge can move ahead of practice because it has its own laws
that differ from the laws of development of production. The connection between knowledge and the practical tasks that the individual
and mankind as a whole set themselves is often of a complex and
indirect nature. For example, the results of contemporary mathematical research are mainly applied in other branches of science, such as
physics and chemistry, and only afterwards in engineering and the
technology of production.

Of course, there is always the possibility of theoretical activity
In the field of cognition this may
lead to its becoming a closed-circuit system without any outlet in
human practice. Knowledge may then lose its comection with its
becoming divorced from practice.

target and thus be deprived of its main function, that of enriching people
with new knowledge, helping them to master objective processes and

place them at the service

of man. The
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knowled-ee to practice is. therefore, the guarantee of its objectivity,
of its deeper penetration into the essence of the things and processes

of objective reality.
The concept o[ reflection in llfarxist theory

The result of the process of cognition is knowledge. The concept
knowledge is extremely complex and full of implications. Many
epistemologists have concentrated on one or another asPect of knowledge and presented this aspect as expressing the whole nature of
knowledge. This one-sidedness has led to exclusion of major factors
comprising the very essence of knowledge, with the result that some

of

are ultimately determined by the
given object, that is to say, the content

concepts of knowledge are incomplete and even misleading.
The first definition of knowledge establishes its p'lace in the process of social life. In knowledge man masters an object theoretically,
transforms it to the plane of the ideal. Knowledge is ideal in rela-

tion to the object outside it. It is not the thing that is known, the
phenomenon or property that is cognised, but a form of assimilation
of reality, man's ability to reproduce things and processes in his
thoughts, aims and desires, to operate with their image and concepts'
This means that knowledge, since it is ideal, exists not in the
form of sensuously material things or their material copies, but as
something opposite to the material, as a feature or aspect of the
objective interaction of subject and object, as a form of man's activity. As something ideal, knowledge is nevertheless interwoven
with the material in the motion of the nervous system, in the signs
created by man (words, mathematical and other symbols, etc.).

This is what gives rise to the ideas that express man's spiritual
mastery of objects, the images, the yardsticks that he evolves for
things and processes which exist or may exist.
If we saythat the specific nature of knowledge lies in the grouping
of ideas, we must also pose the question of their content, their relationship to objective reality. The dialectical-materialist solution to
this problem was formulated by Marx in the following general terms:
". . . The ideal is nothing else than the material world reflected by
the human mind, and translated into forms of thought."tt
The relationship belween knowledge and obiective reality is ex-

of knowledge is objective.
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Language as the form of existence of knowledge.

in reality it must have a
Man as an objective being acts only objectivelv, and his knowledge also exists in objective form. One may
operate with knowlcdge only in so far as it takes the form of lanBuage, a system of sensorily perceptible objects-signs.
This organic link between knowledge and its existence in the form
of language was noted by Marx: "From the start the 'spirit' is afflicted with the curse of being 'burdened' with matter, which here
makes its appearance in the form of agitated layers of air, sounds,
in short, of language. Language is as old as consciousness, language
l.r practical consciousness that exists also for other men, and for
that reason alone it really exists for me personally as well. . . ."ra
On the surface, knowledge takes the form of a system of signs
denoting an object, event, action, etc. That which the sign denotes
is its meaning. Sign and meaning are indivisible; there can be no
Knowledge is ideal but in order to exist

sensuous, material form.

Symbol and meaning

sign without meaning and vice versa.
A distinction must be made between linguistic and non-linguistic
signs, the latter including signals, markings, and so on. Knowledge
exists in linguistic signs, whose meaning is contained in cognitive
images of the various phenomena and processes of objective reality.
(Modern formal logic makes a distinction between "meaning in extension" and "meaning in intension". The former is the class of objects denoted by a certain word, the latter its logical connotation.
For example, the "meaning in extension" of the word "whale" is all
the whales that ever were, are or will be; its "meaning in intension"
is a mammal inhabiting the ocean, etc. Here the term "meaning" is
used in the broad sense, both extensionally and intensionally.)
There is no intrinsically necessary, organic link between the sensorily perceived object acting as a sign and its meaning. The same
meaning may be attached to different objects performing the function of a sign. Moreover, artificial formations created for a special

purpose-symbols-may also act as signs.
The development of knowledge has brought into being a highly
ramified system of artificial, symbolic languages (for example, the
symbol language of mathematics, chemistry, and so on). These languages are closely connected with the natural languages, but are relatively independent systems of signs. Science more and more often
resorts to the use of of symbols as a means of expressing the results
of cognition. The woi'ds of the natural language are not always suitable for expressing scientific concepts because they have their own
specific sensuous nieaning, connecteC with everyday usage. Symbols
are used to provide the close definition that is essential to strict and
unambiguous thinking.

Knowledge as a hnguistic sys.;m lorms a world of its own, with
its ow.n specific structure in which separate elements are connected
together according to certain n-rles. This system has its laws of strucPage 88
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both of the individual terms (svnrbols) and statcmcnts (cxprcssions).

which has creative aims, actively rellects the phenomena, properties
and laws ol the objective world and has its real existence in the form
ol a linguistic system.
Obiective truth

separate true knowledge from the untrue, the false?

Long-standing tradition that
times tells us that the truth is
definition is so broad and am
cepted by nearly all philosophi

ient
this
ac-

e"l-

For these reasons the Marxist-Leninist theory of knowledge could
not rest content with such an abstract definition of truth; it had to
go further. Marxism-Leninism has developed the more concrete concept of objective trulh, which means knowledge whose content does
not depend on the subject, does not depend either on the individual

or on mankind as a whole.r6
As we have noted, there can
no truth, independent of man's
objective idealists are wrong in
yond the sphere of man and man

general.

By this means
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of things that exists independently of the consciousness of the people
who seek to know it.
Objective truth expresses the dialectics of subject and object. On
the one hand, the truth is subjective because it is a form of human
activity; on the other, it is objective because its content does not depend either on the individual or on mankind as a whole.
For the materialist " . . . the recognition of objective truth is
essential", while for the agnostic, the subjective idealist, "there can
be no objective truth",'7 because he rules out the possibility of phenomena and processes being reflected in thought as they exist independently of the consciousness of the thinker.
Denial of objective truth takes various forms. Kant and his followers believed the attribute of true knowledge to be necessity and
universality, whose source lay not in the objective world but in the
nature of sensuality and intellect; consequently, in their view, there
was in fact no objective knowledge. Machism regarded true knowledge as that in which the most economical and simple connection of
sensation was achieved. Marxism does not deny the importance of
the desire for economy and simplicity but, as Lenin wrote, thought
" . . .is 'economical' when it correctly reflects objective truth. . . .r8
Pragmatism deduces truth from practice, which is understood as
subjective activity designed to achieve utility. It is, of course' an objective fact that true knowledge is necessary and useful to society,
including separate individuals, but utility and practical considerations
are not the source of truth; rather knowledge can only be useful,
can only become the instrument for transforming things, when it is
objectively true. Through practice knowledge comes into contact
with objective reality, and draws its content from the latter.
Bertrand Russell, a prominent figure in British neo-positivism, believed truth to be a form of faith. " . . . It is in fact primarily beliefs
that are true or false; sentences only become so through the fact
that they can express beliefs."rs Russell sees truth as a belief to
which a certain fact corresponds; the false is also a belief, but one
that is not confirmed by fact. The question of what constitutes a
fact that confirms belief is left open; it may be some external associa-

tion, and so on. In other words, the objectivity of the content of
knowledge as the decisive moment of truth does not figure in this
theory.

proved by cornpletely different meaur; in doing so we change not
the content of the statentent that has to be proved but only our attitude to it. Therefore. rvithout detracting from the significance of
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proof and verification in the process of cognition
(we must
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jective truth?

If in the process of cognition a moment of illusion rs

discovered in what was thought to be true.

if

the opposition between

the true and the false is relative, then perhaps there is no general
difference between them? This, in fact, is the argument of the relativists, who absolutise the relativity of knowledge. If truth is relative, it may be considered front their standpoint that science moves
from one truth to another, or, which is the same thing, from one
error to another.
Relativism is correct in one respect-its recognition of the fluidity, the mobility of all that exists including knowledge, but it metaphysically divorces the development of knowledge from objective
reality. "The materialist dialectics of Marx and Engels certainly
does contain relativism, but is not reducible to relativism, that is, it
recognises the relativity of all our knowledge, not in the sense of
denying objective truth, but in the sense that the limits of approximation of our knowledge to this truth are historically conditional."22
The Marxist theory of knowledge, while opposing both dogmatism and relativism, acknowledges the existence of both absolute
and relative truths, but in doing so it establishes their interconnection in the process of achieving objective truth. "To be a materialist," Lenin writes, "is to acknowledge objective truth, which is revealed to us by our sense-organs. To acknowledge objective truth,
i.e., truth not dependent upon man and mankind, is, in one way or
another, to recognise absolute truth."23

Absolute truth exists because

in our objectively true

knowledge

there is something that is not overthrown by the subsequent course
of science, but is only enriched with new objective content. At the
same time at any given moment our knowledge is relative; it reflects
reality truly in the main, but not completely, and only within certain
limits, and with the further movement of knowledge it becomes more

Lenin writes, "adds new grains to the sum of absolute truth, but
the limits of the truth of each scientific proposition are relative, now
expanding, now shrinking with the growth of knowledge."2a

or Riemann's), which have extended the limits of our knowledge and
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contributed to the development of geometrical knowledge-along
the path that leads us ever deeper into objective truth.
Criteria of ftue knowledge

In seeking objective truth, man experiences a need for criteria
to help him distinguish it from error.
This would seem to be quite simple. Science yields objective truth
and man has worked out many ways of proving and testing it. But
this is not the whole story. Proof in the strict sense of the term is the
deduction

of one

knowledge from another, when one knowledge

must necessarily follow from another-thesis from arguments. Thus
in the process of proof knowledge does not go beyond its own
sphere, but remains, as it were, confined within itself. This is what
has given rise to the idea of the existence of lormal criteria of truth,
when truth is established by collating one set of knowledge with
another.

The so-called theory of coherence, which has been much publiin the 20th century by the neo-positivists proceeds in general
from the proposition that no other criterion exists, and that truth itselt is the agreement of one set of knowledge with another set of
knowledge established on the basis of the formal logical law of inadmissibility of contradiction. But formal logic can guarantee us the
truth of a deduced statement only if the premises from which it follows are true; A follows from B, B follows from C, aud so on ad
inlinitum.
But from where, we may ask, do we obtain the general principles,
the axioms and even the rules of logical deduction that form the
basis of any proof? This question was asked by Aristotle. If we
follow the theory of coherence, we can only accept them as conventional agreements (conventions) and thus write off all attempts to
establish the objective truth of knowledge, thereby submitting to
subjectivism and agnosticism in the theory of knowledge.
The history of philosophy records various approaches to the problem of the criteria of true knowledge. Some philosophers saw the
solution in empirical observation, in the sensations and perceptions
of the individual. Of course, empirical observation is one of the
means of testing knowledge. But in the first place, not all theoretical
concepts may be tested by direct observation. Secondly, as Engels
wrote, "the empiricism of observation alone can never adequately
prove necessity. . . . This is so very correct that it does not follow
from the continual rising of the sun in the morning that it will rise
again tornorrow. . . ."2s But knowledge that lays down laws must contain in itself both necessity and universality.
Of course, scientific practice does sometimes test statements and
theories by sensory experience. But this cannot serve as the ultimate
criterion of truth, because from one and the same theory there may
follow quite different consequences that can be tested experimentally.
cised
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The fact that one such consequencc, or several of them taken together, corresponds to experience still does not quarantee the objective truth of the wholc theory. Besides. not all propositions of
science can be testcd by direct recourse to sensory experience. This
is why even the neo-positivists, who champion the prinicple of verificatiort (testing of knowledge by comparing it with thc data of experience, obscration and experiment), have felt its unreliability as a
general criterion of the tnrth of knowlcdge, particularly when dealing with scientific theories that posscss a large degree of universality.
To rescue the principle of verification. the1, go on inventins ever
wider intcrpretations of the concept of "experimental verifiability".
on the one hand, while limiting the sphere of its application (not all

true ideas can be tested expcrimentally, etc.), on the other. Some of
them, thc British philosophcr Karl Popper, for example, have proposed that vcrifiability should be replaced by falsifiability, that is.
the attempt to find experimental data that refute rather than confirm
the theory.

Disqualifying facts are. of course, essential to science, particularly
of establishing the limits of applicability of a given theoretical systcm. But this mcthod cannot be used to prove its objective
as a means

truth.

Marxism has solved the problem of the criterion of truth by showing that it lies ultimatcly in the activitli which is the basis of knowledge, that ts, in social hislorical practice. "The question whether ob-

jective fgegenstiinclliche) truth can be attributed to human thinking
is not the guestion of theory but is a practical question. In practice
man must prove the truth, that is, the reality and the power, the thissidcdness lD iasseitig keitl of his thinking."26
What gives practice its strength as a criterion of truth? The criterion of true knowledge must possess two qualities. First, it must
undoubtedly be sensuous and material in character, it must take
man out of the field of knowledge into the objective world, because
it is the objectivity of knowledge that must be established. Second,
knowledge, particularll,the larvs of science, has a universal character,
and the universal and infinite cannot be proved by one individual
fact or even by any number of them taken together. Man's practical activity, the nature of which is intrinsically universal, possesses
this special feature.

As Lcnin said, a person "finally" grasps objective truth, ". . . only
when the notion brr:trn;es 'being-for-itself in the sense of practice".27
Moreovcr, in prat:ticc ihe univcrsal acquires the sensuously concrete
form of a thing, a process, anci so it has in itself "not only the dignity of the universal trut also of tl're simply actual".28 In other words,
in practice the objectivitv of knorvledge which is universal in character acquires the form of sensuous ai.rthenticity. And there is no need
to depart into the bad infinity of enumerating examples and factsThe steam-engine which man built on the basis of knowledge proves
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promise position

reality, doubts as to the reality' of the external world growing into
denial of the eristence of things thenrselvcs. and so on
The theorctical foundations of agnosticism rvere rvorked out by
the English 1Sth-cc-nturr philosopher David Hume. rvho nraintained
that all knorvlcdge rvas. in cssencc. nonknorvledge. "The most perfect
philosophy of thc natural kind only staves off otrr ignorance a little
longer: as perhaps thc ntost perfect philosophl' of the moral or metaphysical kind serves only to discover larger portions of it' Thus the
observation of hun'ran blindness and weakness is the result of all philosophy. "r Hume recomnrended faith and force of habit rather
than knorvledge as the basis for practical action.
Kantianism is the next variety of agnosticism. Kant produced a
detailed anall'sis of the cognitive process, its separate elements: the
senses. intellect. reason. This was an important contribution to the
theory of knowledge. But the direction and general conclusion of all
his theoretical reasonin-s are incorrect. Kant revealed the complex and
contradictory world of knowlcdge, but he divorced it from the things
of the real world. ". . . Of what they [the things-Ed'l ate in themselves," he wrote, "we know nothing, we know only their appearances.
that is, the notions they evoke in us, acting on our senses."2
Kant is right in saying that knowledge begins with experience'
with sensation. But experience, as he understands it, instead of bringing man into contact with the world of things in themselves' separates him from it because Kant presumes the existence in the consciousness of a priori knowledge, i.e., forms of sensation and intellect that exist prior to and independently of experience. According
to Kant, knowledge is built up out of that which is given by experience and out of these a priori forms. Apriorism brings him to an
inescapable agnosticism.
Agnosticism does not disappear when we come

to the philosophy
and 20th centuries. It was accepted by various schools
particularly the positivists and such variechism and the related philosophy of prags philosophy has contributed nothing "original" to the premises of agnosticism; it merely reproduces the ideas
of either Kant or Hume, and more often than not presents a mixture of the two as the latest thing in philosophy.
How does agnosticism treat the basic trends in philosophymaterialism and idealism? It would be an oversimplification to assume that all idealist philosophers are agnostics. Descartes, Leibnitz,
s observes, overthrew
Hegel and

of

thi lgth

agrrosticism
point".3 Bu
concessions

in the struggle

between materialism and idealism.

g,lse
thing
daY

ly declared every_
discovery of their

arily opposed

religi

_ The attitude of a€nosticism to dialectics and metaphysics is complex.
Agnosticism speculated on the dialetical nature of human knowledge.
It is true that a certain degree of scepticism and doubt is essent-ial
to propel knowledge forward, to overcome dogmatism. Since the
days of the Greeks scepticism has contained a certain dialetical
element- The sceptics often perceived the richness, complexity and
contradictoriness of the progress of knowledge towards truth. But
utises the mobility and relativity of knowledge and
uires a negative bias. The agnostics reassure themg the relativity of knowledge, its contradictoriness,
towards the laws of the objective
e dialectics (motion of knowledge)

of matter) is the basic epistemo-

Agnosticism was rightly criticised as soon as

it

appeared. Its op-

ponents were quick to point out the contradictory nature

of its

state-

ments and the absudity of its ultimate conclusions. But in this criti-

from an idealist standinconsistently, makes

agnosticism in dealing
with a number of fundamental questions of the theory of knowledge.
On the other hand not every agnostic is a determined, consistent
advocate of idealism. Often he tries to occupy an ambivalent, com-

templative materialism nor idealist dielectics can cope with this problem. It can be solved only on the basis of materialist dialeitics.
which is also the theory of knowledge of Marxism-Leninism.
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